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Slate Listed For May Primary

-

Filing Deadline Brings
Last-Minute Candidates
Five more candidates .slippeci An
Candidates who have tilled tor election ill the May 26 primary_
under the April 1 filing deadline and
COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTIVE — Robert 0. Miller*. George Weaks.
entered races for offices to be conSHERIFF — Bill Bailey, David Balentine, Jerry-Pendergrass, Maurice Wilson.
tested in the May 26 Democratic
CIRCUIT
COURT CLERK — James L. "Jim" Johnson, Max Morn's, Ann Paschall
Primary Election.
Wilson.
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley
made it official Wednesday afternoon
COUNTY CLERK — Marvin Harris*, Billy Joe Kingins.
by filing for re-election for a second
JAILER — Dan Bane!!,
"Wimpy" Jones*.
term. He will oppose former mayor
CORONER — Tommy Walker*.
Holmes Ellis, who entered the race
- PROPERTY VALUATION ADMINISTRATOR — Charles Hale*.
earlier in the year. Ellis served as
COUNTY ATTORNEY — Mark Blankenship, Max Parker*, Steve Sanders.
mayor for four terms from 1958
DISTRICT JUDGE — David Buckingham, Pal G. Howard, J. William Phillips.
through 1973.
COMMONWEALTH'S
AIIORNEY — Ron Christopher*, Michael D. Ward.
The race would have been a threeMAGISTRATE
way battle if former mayor John Ed
DISTRICT 1 — Tommy Bogard*, Willis Cell Colson, Clyde B. Hale. James R. Horn
Scott, who had indicated,he was considering running, had filed. However, buckle, Roger D. Hudson, L. W."Dub" Lyons.
Scott filed for the Murray City Council
DISTRICT 2 — Gil Hopson`, Ralph Durwood Lovett, Woodrow Rickman. Lowe B.
Wednesday. Scott, who served one
GETTING READY TO CELEBRATE — Members of the Phi MO Alpha music fraternity at Murray State clean the
Valentine.
term as mayor from 1974 to 1977,servvacant lot on the court square in preparation for the April 17.18"Gallery of the Arts" Celebration. The downDISTRICT 3 — Ralph Bogard, Billy Erwin*, Paul W. Redden,
ed on the council priorto that time.
town area will be used as a mini-parlCduring the celebration. Members of the Community Arts Council are
DISTRICT 4 — Charles Coleman, T. L. Eckerdt. Jim D. Irby, Dan Miller, Jamie Potts,'
Howard Koenen, present coun- J. H. "Josh" Tabers Sr.
directing the celebration.
cilman, also filed .for re-election
MAYOR — Holmes Ellis, Melvin B. Henley*.
Wednesday bringing to 19 the number'
CITY COUNCIL (DeMdizrat)
Loyd B. Arnold*, Silly :J.Itaientine, Robert' Down's.
of persons in the race for the 12 posiMac
Fitts*,
William
R.
-Furches*,
Ruby Hale*. Keith Hays. David Hill, Art Jewell,
tions. Seventeen of the 19 are
Howard Koenen*, C. C. Lowry*, Ralph McCuiston. L. D Miller. J. Hardiman Nix*, Gary
Democrats.
Other council incumbents who are
' Rowland, Steve Sammons*, John Ed Scott.
CITY COUNCIL IRepublican) — Jan Heller, Tommy Sanders:
running for re-election are Loyd B.
Arnold, Mac Fitts, William R. FurFIFTH DISTRICT STATE REPRESENTATIVE — Freed Curd*, Harvey Ellis.
ches, Ruby Hale, C. C. Lowry, J. HarIncumbent
diman Nix and Steve Sammons.In adThe Community Arts Council was dition to Scott, another former coun- for Calloway County attorney and one from Benton, are seeking the
A concert by The Murray State
A highlight will be the-"Gallery of
University Symphony Orchestra at Arts Downtown Celebration" April 17 established in order that all arts cilman, Billy J.- Balentine, has Wednesday. Both will oppose incum- post of District Judge in the 92nd
bent Max Parker for the prosecutor Judicial District, which includes
8:15
tonight
in
Lovett and 18 on the court square. Several groups in Murray and Calloway Coun- entered the race.
Newcomers vying for the posts are Post.
.Auditorium will- kick off the local groups are scheduled to perform con, ty might work together to present
Calloway and Marshall counties. Sid
In other races, county judge- Easley, who now holds that post,
celebration for Gallery of the Arts certs and dances. Also many area ar- outstanding arts events, to promote Robert Downs, Keith Hays, David
tists will display and sell their works. the arts collectively throughout the Hill, Art Jewell, Ralph McCuiston, L. executive Robert 0. Miller is opposed decided not to seek re-election.
Month during April.
for re-election by George Weaks, who
The two-day affair also is sponsored Purchase area, to develop Murray D. Miller and Gary Rowland.
Murray joins other cities across the
Assistant county attorney David
Two Republicans, Jan Heller and ran., unsuccessfully for the office in Buckingham'of Murray,city attorney
country in the celebration of the arts. by the arts council with the support of further as the cultural center of west
Sponsored by the Community Arts the Downtown Merchants Associa- Kentucky and to provide a forum Tommy Sanders, will face the 12 1977.
J. William Phillips of Murray and
Four persons are in the race for Marshall County District Court trial
Coun61, a series of cultural events tion, the Murray-Calloway County whereby arts groups may share ideas Democratic council primary winners
Chamber of Commerce, the city of and work together to overcome pro- on the November General Election sheriff. They are Bill Bailey, city commissioner Pal G. Howard'Of Benhas been planned for theinonth.
councilman; David Balentine, deputy ton will seek the judicial position.
ballot.
The American Association of State Murray and the Calloway County blems. r
Further information may be obtain- - Local attorneys Steve Sanders and sheriff; Jerry Pendergrass; and
Colleges and Universities encouraged Fiscal Court.
The judge's race is non-partisan.
Mark Blankenship entered the race Maurice Wilson,former sheriff.
Refreshments Will be sold by ed by calling 762-4516 or 753-2288.
institutions to participate in a week of
The top two candidates will be
James L. Johnson, current sheriff selected in May from the three and
celebration of the arts. However; several clubs and organizations. SecMax Morris and deputy circuit court will oppose each other in November.
Murray State and the arts countil tions of the court square will be blockclerk Ann Paschall Wilson are vying
decided to schedule a month .of ed to traffic and parking during the
The commonwealth's attorney post
for the office of circuit court clerk, for the same judicial district is being
celebration.
• .celebration.
formerly held by Frances Shea, who sought by incumbent comTuition grants to area high school
died this morning.
art students in an art competition also
monwealth's attorney Ron
County clerk Marvin Harris is op- Christopher of Murray and former
will be presented. The-competition is
posed by Billy Joe Kingins for the of- assistant commonwealth's attorney
jointly sponsored by the Arts Council
fice of county clerk.
and the Murray State University - Former First Lady of the United
Michael D. Word of Benton.
The offices of Circuit and
Department of Art.
A total of 19 persons have filed for
Huel "Wimpy" Jones is facing reStates, Lady Bird Johnson, will be in
District Court in the Calloway
The Community Arts Council in- Murray on Tuesday, April 14, on
election opposition from Dan Bazzell the four magisterial positions. Six
County Court House will be closed
cludes representatives from the behalf of the Murray Woman's Club
in the race for jailer. Bazzell is persons are running in District 1,four
on Friday, April 3, due to the death
Calloway County School System, Beautification Project.
presently a Calloway Fiscal Court in District 2, three in District 3, and
of Frances Shea, Circuit Court
six in District 4. Calloway County Public Library,
magistrate.
Sponsored by MWC on the initiative
Clerk.
Tommy Bogard, present District 1
_Murray Civic Music Association, of the Garden Department of the club,
Neither coroner Tommy Walker nor
Jurors who were to report for
Murray Art Guild, Community Mrs. Johnson will arrive in Murray on
,,magistrate,
is being opposed for reproperty valuation administrator
District Court on Friday should inTheatre, Murray Independent School Monday afternoon, April 13.
Charles Hale have opposition in their election by Willis Odell Colson, Clyde
stead report Friday, April 17, acSee FILING,
System, Murray-Calloway County
bids for re-election.
She will spend the day on Tuesday
cording to Ann Wilson of the
Page 12, Col.7 .
Parks and Recreation Department, planting dogwood and coffee trees,
Three attorneys, two from Murray
clerk's office.
Murray Woman's Club and MSU.
and touring the downtown square, the
public library, and the city-county
park.
Mrs. Johnson will speak to the
public at 7 p.m. on Tuesday in the
University School Auditorium, North
16th Street,Murray State University.
Mark Blankenship, a Murray atBarletta Wrather and Nancy
torney, filed Wednesday for the office
Adams
of
the
Garden Department of
The US. Department of Housing records, interviews with city planner
of Calloway County attorney in the
Lady Bird Johnson
the Murray Club, are co-chairmen of
and Urban Development has review- Steve Zea, and Keith Hays of FisherMay Primary Election.
ed Murray's performance in. im- Price,as well as an on-site inspection this visit by Mrs. Johnson, the third
In making his announcement,
phase of the MWC beautification pro- form to ideas to make things happen
plementing The Urban Development of the project.
Blankenship
said,"I would consider it
ject.- In keeping with total community all across America.
Action Grant (UDAG) awarded for
"We were pleased to learn that
a great honor to represent the people
In
February
1965,
efforts,
the First:Lady
the club wanted to do
the Fisher-Price project,according to Murrayis one of the few small cities
something-very-specialthlsyear,-and and Secretary of the Interfar Udall of this county in both our _fiscal and
Mayor Mejvin B.Henly.
that has been successful in the implanned the invitation -for Mrs. organized a group of officials, land- district courts. If given the responplementing of the UDAG grant which
"Tbe project is on schedule,and the
Johnson as the climaxing activity of scape designers,and civic leaders in a sibility, I promise to aggressively but
city of Murray is carrying out its we were awarded," Henley said. the project.
Committee. for a More Beautiful fairly enforce the laws of our com"This has helped us in establishing a
monwealth:"'
z
Capital.
UDAG program in an expeditious
Mrs. Johnson's first public pargood track record which will be
Born and reared in Calloway CounThis effort in Washington soon
manner," according to Dennis Carr,
ticipation in the beautification of
beneficial
in
the
future
ty,
if
for
we
apply
Blankenship is a graduate of Murdirector of community planning and
America began in 1964 at the LBJ spread to other cities and towns
UDAG grant for the Tappan proray
High School, Murray State
across
America.
development for HUD.
State
highway
Ranch. She had been interested in
ject."
University
and the University of
conservation and from this evolved a departments began planting flowers.
The monitoring review focused on
To date, $333,265 of the $400,000
Louisville
School
of Law. He is a
Mrs. Johnson is continuing her ideas
progress to date, conformance with grant has been obligated. More than plan of paying tribute to citizen acmember of the law firm of Hughes
today
by
serving
on
numerotis
complishments
boards
and of forming
the basic statutory objectives of the one half million dollars will flow from
and Gregory,204 South Sixth St.
and by visiting towns like Murray.
Housing and Community Develop- this grant to a downtown Murray hometown action committees to give
Mark Blankenship
Blankenship, the son of Macon and
ment Act, and other applicable re- business redevelopment project durJean Blankenship of Route 7, Murray,
He is married to the former Mona
quirements. Conclusions reached ing the next 10 years, according to
is the grandson of Herman and Dina Tate of Paducah, and they have one
were based on a review of area office Henley.
Darnell of Coldwater and the, late daughter, Morgan Leighrsix months.
Rev. Herschel and Mary Blankenship The family resides at 1210 Olive
of the South Pleasant Grove com- Street.
munity.
Four of the country's top national relates to the petroleum industry acoil company executives are scheduled cording to Mike Frazier, chairman of
to express their views tonight at Mur- SGA Center Board Lecture Insight
committee.
ray State University.
After each of the executives have
The executives will participate in
an oil symposium sponsored by the made zn address a question and
Student Government Association. The answarsession will be conducted. The
program will begin at 8 p.m. in the symposium is free and open to the
One Section —16Pages
public.
University Center Ballroom.
Fair and mild tonight, low in
Aces
3
Scheduled to attend are Ray Cornthe mid 50s. Increasing
Classifieds
eaux, divisional vice president, petro14, 15 —61dildirieS.4 'Alia —and
Comics
14
chemicals, Gulf Oil; George
Friday with thunderstorms
vord
Cr.os:
12
Kleinpeter,
manager
of
likely, high in the upper 70s to
Deaf & Funerals
16
demonstration projects, Conoco Coal
low 80s.
2
Dew Abby
Development Co.; Ed Grigsby,
Saturday through Monday:
3
Dr. Lamb
manager of petroleatn productS,
6
of showers Saturday
Chance
Galley
Garrott's
Phillips Petroleum; and William E.
A short agenda faces the Murray InSunday.
and
Horoscope
Dry on Monday.
4
Perrine, administrative vice presi- dependent Board of Education at its
Local Scene
ALL-DISTRICT SAND — Murrat High School students recently parLake Levels
dent of governmental relations for Tuesday,April?, meeting.
Opinion Page
6
ddpated in the All-Matrict Band Concert at Caldwell County High
Lake Barkley
Ashland Oil.
355.80
•
The main item orrthe agenda for the
8,9,10
Sports
School. David Wells directed the concert. Members were chWen by
Kentucky Lake
356.20
The purpose of the symposium is to meeting,seilor 7p. .at the board ofaudition. First row,from Wel 111 Smith,Lod Garland,Robert
givtoil company executives a'forum fice building, is pe
reiiinimenSecond ram Samir MaMoud,BE Boone,Steve Wells,Jeff Blodgett.
to aitswer questions about energy salt dations.

Other Cultural Events Set For Month

Symphony Concert Tonight
Starts April's Arts Celebration

Clerk's Offices To
Be Closed Friday

Mrs. Johnson To Be
In Murray April 14

Mark Blankenship Files
For Calloway Attorney

HUD Reviews Murray's
Grant Implementation

Oil Executives To Speak Out
Tonight At SGA Symposium

today
inside,

today's index

Short Agenda To
Face Murray Board;
Personnel Main Item'

fair
and mild

1
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Community Events Are Listed
Friday, April 3
Thursday, Apcil 2
Prites
to participants in
Knights of Columbus
Council will meet at 7:30 the Skate-A-Thon, sponsored
Calloway County
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic by
Association of Retarded
Church.
Citizens, will be held at 8
Murray State University p.m. at the Lynn Grove
Symphony Orchestra, Neale Skating Rink.
B. Mason, conductor; will
Community Theatre will
present a concert at 8:15
p.m. in Lovett .Auditorium, present "The Fourposter" at
MSU. This is free and open to 8 p.m. at the Old Freight
Depot, City-County Park.
the public.

Saturday, April 4
Murray State Racers will
play a baseball game with
Austin Peay at 1 p.m. at
Reagan Field, Murray.

Board meeting of Church
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at Women United will be held
at 10 a.m. at the community
the lodge hall.
room of Federal Savings and
Murray Middle School .Loan, Seventh and Main
PTO will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Streets.
the school with the program
Eighth annual Jazz
by the seventh and Eighth
Band.
trade
;
Festival with approximately
10 bands from high schools
North Calloway Elemen- and colleges participating is
tary School KC will meet at scheduled at 7 p.m. at Mur7 p.m. at the school _ra5. State University.
c.ifeteria. Science Fair pro-r
jects will be on exhibit.
Shopping for Senior

Ill., will present her piano
recital at 2 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Anna,Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.

Council for Exceptional
Children will meet in Room
240, Special Education
Building. Murray State,
p.rrr This is open to all interestedperSons.

g

The play, The Fourlioster," will be 'presented -at
8 p.m. by the Cpnununity
1 heatre in the (ild Freight
I )epot, City-County Park.
Friday, April 3
Coast-Guard Auxiliary will
hear a program on "Training In Towing" by Dick Farat• 7:30 p.m. at. the Ellis
rell,
Community Center. The
public is invited.

Ends Tonite• 7:15,9: IC
FUN HOUSE(1)
STARTS TOMORROW

Good Clr • 753-3314

Ends Thou 4/9
Sun.-Thurs 7:30
Fri. & Sat. 7:00,10:00
Matinees Sat.,Sun.

Ends yonple•7:15.9:00
INCREDIBLE SHRINKING
WOMAN(PG)
PG)

STARTS TOMORROW

THIEF (R)
Ends Thurs. 4/9
9:204-2410 Sat. Sun

7:15

The power
of evil...

THE Fl
CONFLICT
t='OS FiLMS

Ends Unite* 7 20 9 15
BACK ROADS(R
STARTS TOMORROW

A two lithulannTliarei

trivapnla
WALT DISMIT

Sunday,April 5
Quarter horse sale will be
tield at 10 a.m. at Livestock
and Exposition Center, College Farm Road.

By Abigail Van Buren

Hard-Working Cook
Pamela K. Dixon, Vienna, Wants Her Just Desserts
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for six yeprs to a
wonderful man. Although I have hinted broadly on many
occasions that I would dearly love some acknowledgment o
my cooking, I have yet to receive one word of appreciation
for anything I have prepared since our marriage.
I know he enjoys good food because he has mentioned
from time to time that his first wife was a great cook. I have
baked cakes and pies from scratch, made gourmet dishes,
casseroles, stews, pot roasts and turkey dinners with all the
trimmings, with nary one "That was good, dear."
I am considering serving him dog food, scooped out of the
can and garnished with a few steadied oniona and alprig of
parsley, just to see if F-get a reaction.
I know a man could have far worse faults than being
totally indifferent to a wife who knocks herselfout nightly
in the kitchen, but one gets tired of buying groceries,
planning menus and preparing-fine meals for someone who
never utters a word of appreciation. Sign me.
UNAPPRECIATED IN LONG BEACH

A duo faculty recital
featuring Dr. Joan Mack,
cellist from Brescia College,
Owensboro, and Marie
Taylor, harpsichord, will be
at 4 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.

Citizens will be held and for
Dedication of new Baptist
transportation call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning Student Union building at
DEAR UNAPPREC4ATED: A friend of mine had
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. Waldrop and Chestnut the same problem. Th desperation,
she wrote the
p.m.
at
2
will
be
Streets
for afternoon shopping.
followed by-an open house at following message and presented it to her husband
with his coffee after dinner:
- Hazel and Douglas Centers 3 p.m..
"The chef respectfully requests that you comment By DANIEL Q.HANEY
because "animal studies
however.
on the dinner you have just consumed. Would you rate Associated Press Writer
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
enthusiastic
very
raised the possibility that it
are
"We
-•P
it Excellent? Good? Fair? Poor?
p.m. for activities by the
about these results," Dr. could cause cancer."
"Failure to comply with this request could cause the BOSTON (AP) — A new
Senior Citizens-with lunch at
According to its manufacTerje R. Pedersen, who
CLARK GIRL
dining room to discontinue its service."
medicine that helps protect
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
turor,
Merck Sharp &
directed
the
latest
study,
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Needless to say, she received a generous out- heart attack victims from
Douglas at 12 noon.
female
mice receivDotune,
said in an interview. "We
Breen Clark, 1407B Hillwood pouring of compliments — and still does. Try it.
suffering recurring bouts of
think they represent a ing high doses of timolol had
Art works by students of Drive, Murray, are the DEAR ABBY: Please_ settle a mother-da'ughter
difference heart trouble may someday
the a slight increase in breast
the After School Art parents of a • baby girl, of opinion. Is it all right for a 16-year-old daughter to become routine therapy for breakthrough in
management
of
these
pa- tumors. But a Spokesman
Workshop, sponsored by Megan Maureen, weighing entertain a young male friend in her bedroom with the door most who survive a first
said this reaction may not
Murray State University Art six pounds seven :ounces, shut? The daughter says all they do .is talk and listen to heart attack, a researcher tients."
He predicted timolol or a occur in humans.
Department and Calloway measuring 1842 inches, born music.
predicts.
Pines said Merck again
HER VS. ME
similar drug may someday
County..Public. Library will OR Wednesday, March 18,at
t
A.AUNION..1-4t
be"latttre
rettftraily ureir.44as4.-seught.,appsonni-uleg...4110... on display at the public 2:18 p.m. at the Murray- DEAR ME: If I
were the mother, I'd vote for the medicine, called timolol,
use in cardiac palibrary from 3:300,5 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital. open door policy. (Minimize the temptations.) If doctors found that the drug many as 80 percent of the drug's
I
tients
on
Feb. 20. The apsurvived
people
who
have
The new father is an assis- were the daughter, I'd opt for the closed door policy. reduced the death rate
plication will be reviewed by
Saturday, April 4 •
tant football coach at Mur- (Maximize the privacy.) However, rank has its privi- among heart attack victims heart attacks.
The latest study was con- an FDA expert advisory
leges, so it's an open-and-shut case — with mother
Square and round dancing ray State University.
by 39 percent over a 33- _
the
victor.
ducted
by the Norwegian committee next month and
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at
Grandparents are Mr. and
month period.
Multicenter Study Group then the agency will make a
the Woodmen of the World Mrs. Joseph Clark of CincinDEAR ABBY: What should a man of 87 do with a The medicine has been usHall.
nati, Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. collection of interesting old letters? I had over 1,000 until ed in Europe for-six years to and directed by Pedersen at decision,he said,
Recurring heart trouble is
Louis Moberly, Jr., Troy, todhy, whet I burned over 100.. I felt like a murderer, but treat high blood pressure Sarpsborg Hospital in Sarpa
major cause of death in
sborg,
Norway.
It
was
Temple
Lzdge No. 276 Mich. Great grandparents storage space is limited. and angina, or chest pain.
people
who survive a heart
published
in
today's
isslif
of
My children would not be interesten-them,as most were But it has not been cleared
Free-and Accepted Masons are Mrs. Lucy Hosner of Oxwill meet at 7 p.m. at the ford, Mich., and Mr. and from friends and relatives I knew before they were born. yet by the Food and Drug the New England JournM of attack. In the United States,
about 400,000 people are
lodge hall.
Mrs. Louis Moberly, Sr., of Some were from very distinguished.-people whose literary Administration for treat- Medicine.
wonderful.
discharged
was
quite
from .hospitals
style
FDA
Wayne
spokesman
Hazel Park, Mich.
ment of cardiac patients in
GEORGE
FROM
each
GEORGIA
year
after suffering
.
said
timolol was apPines
,
Murray Chapter of Full
the United States. A
Ten percent
heart
attacks.
proved
several
years
ago
for
Gospel Business Men's
DEAR GEORGE: If your children-aren't interested spokesman for the federal
die during their first year of
use
in
the
eyes
by
glaucoma
Fellowship will have a
in these letters, perhaps their children or grand- agency says the status of the
recovery, and the death rate
prayer breakfast at Triangle
children will one day appreciate them. To burn such medicine is being reviewed, patients, but it was not apis
5 percent a year after that.
proved
for
heart
patients
letters
is
to
destroy a part of history. Offer them first
Inn at 8 a.m.
to someone in your family. If you have no takers,give
WASHINGTON (AP) — them to any interested friend.
New Providence Riding
The House Social Security
Club will have an open horse
subcommittee is proposing (Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
show starting at 4:30 p.m. at
to split next year's Social your chest. For a personal reply, write to Abby, 132
the Livestock and Exposition
Security cost-of-living in- Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
Center, College Farm Road.
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.)
creases into two parts
Instead of a single July inr- See Me In
Art workshop for junior
crease, recipients would get
high school students, grades
Person This
half in May and the other
6 through 9, will be held from
half in October, with single
Sat. At DEtT
,
9 to 11 a.m. on the fourth
increases in October in
floor, Fine Arts Center, MurfollOwing years.
ray State University.
Lagging the increases that
Saturday 11-12 Only
way will save the governOpen house by.the Department $1 billion in the 1983
Handmade Gifts
ment of Physics at Murray
fiscal year and $1.1 billion in
State University will be held
For
All Occasions
1984, the subcommittee said
for parents -of physics ma- Tuesday.
By
jors andother interested inFlan Et
The panel also proposed to
Kentucky Crofters
dividuals from 1 to 5P.m. in round
monthly. payments
Treats For
Room 135, Blackburn down
to whole dollars to save
Everyone
Science Building, Murray $45 million
in the fiscal year
State.
starting in October.

Sir231zIt4,

FREE
SHOW
Welly 121 S.•753-3314

Big Bird Comes
To DT Warehouse Foods

Hot Dogs

1Temple Hill Lodge
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, April 4,at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
.Daniel Galloway, master of the lodge, and members of
the Temple Hill Lodge invite all Master Masons to attend.

•
•

Come And Register
For'2000 Gift Certificate
Drawing April 4th
4 P.M.
Many Handmade
Articles Under 55"
Downtown Murray
At
500 Maple St.
Ph. 753-4895

•

Ruth Gray, interim director of the Baptist Student
Union, Murray State University, will be honored at a
special event on Monday, April 6, at 10 a.m. at the new
BSU center on Chestnut and Waldrop Streets. The event is
being sponsored by the Dorothy Group of the First Baptist
Church Women.
Ms. Gray has accepted a teaching position in Caldwell
County and will be leaving soon, according to Helen
Hogancamp, chairman of the event for the Dorothy
-41, '
Group, who invites all women of the church to attend.

I'll Be There
From 1:30 tit 2:00
8 From 3:30 614:00
ON OUR SCREEN

-

DEtT
Warehouse
Foods
So.4th Murray
Across From The
Murray Drive-In

-

DAK0TAFEED4HOIN
NI•
4'

• • • Special Delivery • • •

(IN ,
VOI.'0C

0

WALT DISNEY

te tat
?Ivor?
1b•527:s

PRODUCTIONS

fisfifeeofT6
010' 41

s

_
rtNNIthBar
StaOyster
Our ten s1s°
$o
D OQIen
Bake?s
100_

F.

El
- TECHNICOLOR'

.,

VW'

Brought To
You By

Chestnut St., MurraN
7-0)-44-)";

•

Shows 2:00 4:00

Et Free Cokes
All
Day

Grand Opening
Saturday April 4th
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Special Event Will
Be For Ruth Gray

11414•777112441

All Seats $1. 0

/rWT-1.

Granny's
Gift Shop

See Big Bird Sat.
At The YIP@C+0f0

I.

8
Li

Social Secant v s
Cost-OfLiring
Plan Is Listed

Late Show Adm. $3.00
Gala
Reopening
Wed., April 8

New Medicine—

For Heart Victims Discussed

Oteonut St •753-3314

Late Show Fri. & St.
Cheri 2 — 11:30
Final Weekend!
The Rocky Horror
Picture Show(R)
Cheri 3 — 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only

PRESENTS PROGRAM — The Panhandler was the scene of the March 12th
meeting of the Welcome Wagon Club. Ann Uddberg, co-owner of the firm,
gave a demonstration on growing a variety of sprouts to be used as a nutritional
addition to meals or as a snack. Seeds and containers in which to grow the
sprouts were shown. In the business session, plans for the May 1st card party
were discussed. Proceeds will go to the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad and
the Humane Society. Detailed plans wit be announced later.
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Fish-o-gram
EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT Alaskan tang

Red Snapper

uff
\s
Legs
(Fried or Broiled) Scallops Crab
\
$69-s
w EV"
(Fried or Broiled

Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower,Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Cole Slow

Breaded Oysters

$795

ea
3(40'0
$475 Flounder Filets C‘aTA_so

(Broiled or Fried) ,
$625

(4

4011

0430
\BS
ikt
)
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HEALTH

Elm Grove Group Gives
Program At Fern Terrace

Fungus on his toe
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
having a problem with my
,feet. Lately they have started
smelling terrible.
'
Vasil them
regularlyy but after allay they
are horrible. .1 am 62 now.
They haven't been this way all
my life. It just started the last
two years.
The other problem is my
toenail. It was run over by a
machine and I lost it at the
time. It grew back but I must
have a fungus under it. The
growth is about a quarter of
an inch deep on one side of the
nail and this makes the nail
grow in and hurt like everything. I keep it trimmed but it
soon comes back. Can the nail
be removed and this growth
taken out? If so, will it stay
away?
DEAR READER — First,
about your foot odor. Washing
your feet once a day may not
• be enough. You may need to
wash carefully twice a day
and be absolutely sure that
your feet are dry before you
dress them. You might even
want to sponge them, particularly between the toes, with
an alcohol sponge. Be absolutely sure they are dry then
before putting on your socks.
You should change socks
often, twice a day at a minimum. You should not wear
the same pair of shoes two
days in a row but let-each pair
air one day between wearings.
These and other aids to control foot odor are discussed in
The Health Letter number 118, Your Feet and How to Care
for Them, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed

envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.'
Most people who have a
simple turned'undercorner of
a toenail can soak the toenail
until it is quite soft, then lift
up the corner out of the flesh
and put a piece of cotton
under it. Wrap the toy with a
simple adhesive bandage to
hold the cotton in-place. This
is discussed also in The Health
Letter I am sending you. But
in'your case,since you suggest
a growth or a fungus, you
should see your doctor first.
He may want to also give you
a prescription for a medicine
that eliminates fungus of the
toenail. If so, he will need to
follow you closely for about
six months while you are taking-the medicine.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
14-year-old son was diagnosed
by the school nurse as possible.
scoliosis. The doctor specializing in this field indicated a
slight, curvature and recommended exercises. He felt the
condition didn't warrant a
brace. A follow-up examination three months later -suggested a possible larger curve
on the X-rays but the doctor
said it could be the way the Xrays were-taken. We-are-to go
back in three months. I still
don't know any more than I
did when we started. What is
the future for my son?
DEAR READER -- You
know that his condition is not
advanced and not serious
enough to require treatment
other than exercises at this
time. Since this developed at
age 14, his outlook is quite

We we proud to onnownce that
Shaw Walker. Wige-eleci of
Tripp Fwches his selected her
flatware, dinnenircre, and stemware from our complete bridal
registry. 'Sharon end 7rqp vial be
ricrried May 8, 1981
Member National Bride) Services -•
Registered lIndal Cons
uhanr
.

Member National
' Bridal Services •

Furches Jewelry
Court Square

Registered Bridal
Consultant

The Elm Grove Baptist
Church Group went to Fern
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. Terrace Lodge
on Tuesday,
March 24, for their once a
good.
ScolioSis is a complex month program for the
subject. If it occurs in early residents there.
childhood. tt is more serious
The pastor, the Rev.
than if it occurs near completion —at growth. Sometimes Calvin Wilkins, and Juanita
scoliosis is secondary to such Lee sing "I'm A Child of the
things as a short leg. This is King" in
honor of the birthentirely different from those
cases caused by deformities day of Thelma Wicker,
.of the vertebrae. Any of us "Neath the Old Olive Tree,"
can have lateral deviation of "Face To Face With Jesus,"
the spine (scoliosis) during an
acute muscle spasm or faulty "Satisfied With Jesus" in
posture. You are approaching honor of the birthday for
this situation the right way, Tennessee Outland, and "Is
but be patient. Your doctor It Well With My Soul"
as a
has to wair-tilb,` and see if
there are any changes with request from Christine Thurtime. He can't hurry the pro- man.
cess either
Elects Fulkerson was the

THE ACES'IRA
"We only listen to those
instincts which are our own,
'and only give credit to the
evil when it has befallen
us." — Jean de La Fontaine.

pianist. The Rev. Wilkins
read scripture irom Colossians. Milton Outland led the
group in singing several
selections requested by the
residents. _
Those present were Rev.
Wilkins; Milton Outland,
Estelle Outland, Nova
C,ohoon, Ruby Futrell, Mabel
Blalock, Juanita Lee, June
Crider, Mae Williams, Tennessee Outland, Letha
Cossey, Mary Ross, Lucille
Kimbro, Eunice Shekell,
Joseph Shekell, Marion Matthew, Elects Fulkerson,
Dock Boggess, Clemmie
Boggess, and Eddie Carmichael.

PLANTING TREES — Dogwood trees purchased through the Murray Woman's
Club were planted by the youth group of St. Leo's Catholic Church near the new
parish center. Working on the project were Paulette Kelly, Dave Heathcott, and
Dean Stoddart under the supervision of Lawrence Wheeler.

"1 went to
Diet Center'
and my husband
watched me gofrom
a tight size 16
to a size 8."

G. CORN, JR.

monds and 10-9-x of
trumps," replied dummy,
"but you- could have taken
care of all possibilities.
"After West's trump nine.
drops, you should have overtaken one of your spade honors with my spade ace and.
NORTH
4-2-A
•A 7 2
•J 6 5
•A-765
*963
WEST
EAST
*10 8 5 4
•J 9 6 3
•9
•K 10 3 2
•10 9 8 4
*K 3
4 10 8 5 2
4A 7 4
SOUTH
•K Q
•A Q 8 7 4
•Q J 2
46 1(QJ

pushed my jack of trumps
through East. Whether East
covers or not, you lose only
one trump trick and you
need have no fears of a ruff
by West."

Evil fell upon declarer
wkis Cara
after he mangled the play Of
today's trump suit. His
South holds: 4-2-B
instincts Warned him of the
dangers of a possible oppos4 10 8 5 4
ing ruff, but he had no good
•9
cause to act on impulse.
41 10 964
East won his diamond
4 108 5 2
king when dummy ducked
North South
and East shifted, to his ace
2,
2 NT
of clubs hoping to find
34k
another defensive winner to
add substance to his strong
trump holding. West discouraged with his club
ANSWER: Four clubs.
deuce and East went back to
North's opening forces to
diamonds, dummy's ace
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:- game and South's hand is a
overtaking declarer's queen. South. The bidding:
suitable dummy for play at
A trump was finessed succlubs.
South West North East
cessfully to declarer's queen
Pass 2111 • Pss
and the trump ace followed 411
--Pass
Pass Pass
Send bndge questions to The Aces
as soon as the queen had
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225
won. East's remaining
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
trumps Were worth two
Opening lead: Diamond fen
for reply,
tricks and the ice cold game
went one away.
"I could have led a low
trump to dummy's jack as a
safety play after West's nine
fell," alibied South."However, I was afraid that West
might get a diamond ruff"
(barring a ruff, the safety
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will
play of low to dummy's jack
meet Monday, April 6,at 1:30 p.m. at the Ellis Community
would lose to East's king but
Center.
a later finesse would be takFeatured on the program will be Freed Curd and
en against the ten).
Harvey-Ellis, candidates for State Representative, accor"Your fears would have
ding to a group'spokesman who invites all retired teachers
been valid had West started
with specifically two diato attend.

1

Retired Teachers
To Meet Monday

This is Lynda Huebel. Al
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food and never feeling hungry

Lynda also
lershe0 how fo slew a swe-8and haw* a.
friend who really cared in the Dret-een!pr
Coungelor she visited each day

No Shots, No Drugs,
•
Nutritionally Sounctend Doctor
Approved.

VE estern Kentucky
Leading F‘v.hion store
c.•

The Beauty Boutique„,
the very best in today's beauty
Just 12.50 with any 6.50 purchase from
It's all_ yours in one pretty place!
_ _
For your skin: Super Moist Cleansing Lotion (2 oz).
Toning Lotion (2 oz.) and Night Cream (1/2 oz.).
For your hair: Super-Sheen
_Balancing Shampoo(2 oz.)and
Conditioning Rinse(2 oz.) for
Normal Hair.
Beautiful shades of fashion color
in 0 removable tray: Superglow
Powder Blush in Raspberry,
Superglaw Under Cover Eye
Foundation in Medium, Powder
Eye Shadows in Plum Smoke,
Hyacinth, Woodrose, Pastel
Peach, Amethyst anci Silver Palm,
Acti-Vitas Emollient Mascara in
- Black and Super Moist Lipstick
in Roseberry.
.
And.your fragrance: radiant
Royal Secret Eau de Parfum,
Spray (5/16 oz.)
The Beauty Boutique. Let it bring
out the best in you. At the•
ermaine Monteil counter,
of course!

Black Magic
Bright's Sunshine
Jacket & Sun Drys% Emnbindlion..
Spring is fantastic We con enjoy the new •
warmth and fresh spring cloys in a lot of
ways, especially in anew dress from Bright's
With o Jacketed Sun Dress yOu have the added
- versatility our changing weather defnonds,
Bright's has styles and sizes lust for you

Paducah•407 Broadway
Murray a

110 S.

Fifth

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 8:30 P.M.
_
BOU'll9VE

•

•

SMUTS

BEAUTY AT A GLANCE
fire wonderful Elizabeth Arden beauty mokers, including
famous Visible Difference deep-moisturizing
treatments, all pocked in o Clever see-diru vinyl
cosmetic case—perfect for traveling across town or
ocross continents. Yours for 6.00 with any other
Elizabeth Arden plethora of 6.00 or more

Ohrlelead Center, Renee, Ky.
,

.

,

*Visible Difference Moi ttire- reme complex
*Visible Difference Special Moisture-Formula BodyCore.
•Velyo Creme Mast
•Extro Special Sheer Blusher Pencil (Stordust Red)
*Illusion Foundation in Almond Beige
All yours for 6" with any other 6** E.A.'purchase

•
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Horse Show Planned
Here On Saturday
The New Providence Riding Club will hold its last
winter horse show on Saturday, April 4, starting at•4:30
p.m. at the Livestock Show and Exposition Center, College Farm Road,Murray.
Sixteen classes will be featured and championship
awards will be presented. For information call Bob
Atkins, EartWilson,Daintyliazzell,or Fred Roberts.

00 OOOOO 00.000000411041
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THAT'S IT LEVIS
090000 OOOOOOOO•OOOOOOOO
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All Men's Basic Jeans
Big Bens
Boot Cut

*13"

Your Individual
Horoscope

Straight Legs
Rates

All Men's Fashion Jeans
STO

Fr'aces Drake —

i'OR FRIDAY, 8.PRII.3, 1.181
What kind of day will tomor- mood makes you inclined to
row be? To find out what the forget obligations.
stars say, read the forecai t CAPRICORN
1/4
given for your birth Sign.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You're quite-articulate, but
ARIES
slightly gullible. Disregard
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) ir
careful whom
Distinguish between rumor and be
trust. Downplay a tendenyou
realistic and fanciful assumpcy to show off.
tions. Self-analysis is ac- AQUARIUS
cented. Close ties are ex- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
uberant, but also extravagant.
Sidestep dubious financial
TAURUS
schemes and you'll show a
(Apr.20 to May 20) t•-$4iiif. profit. Career prospects look
Accent mental ties while good. Later, you're inclined to
socializing. Don't let friend- talk too much.
ship get in the way of corn - PISCES
pleting tasks. Be moderate (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Don't go to extremes.
It's a good time to promote
GEMINI
personal interests. Close ties
(May 21 to June 20)
are supportive. However,
Career talks go well. Plan you're inclined to ignore
on a hard-work approach to budget restrictions
success. Forego wishful thinking. Later, you're prone to
YOU BORN TODAY have doverdo partying.
flair for self-expression. Get a
CANCER
good education'in the field of
(June21 toJuly 22) 00 tour choice and you'll overRather than seek advice, come a tendency to be a clilet7
use an innovative approach to tante. You frequently scatter .
problems. Variety adds spice your energies to your own
to,your life. Cut down on home detriment. You are both
extravagances.
dramatic and temperamental.
LEO
You need a creative outlet for
(July 23 to Aug.22)
your emotions and are often
Don't abuse credit. You may drawn to acting, writing,
receive extra money now, but teaching, design and public
Olympic Plaza
7534882
you're liable to spend it un- relations. You'd make a good
wisely. Others are prone to ex- spokesmann for any cause you
aggerate.
espouse.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Partnership talks are productive. Be realistic about a
domestic matter. Be careful
when shopping. You're likely
to overspend.
LIBRA.
HAND SET DIAMONDS..VALUE PRICED!
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
YOUR CHOICE OF YELLOW OR WHITE GOLD
Work progress is erratic. Be
;•.
• tt:
,
\
alert to new financial oppor..
(
tunities. Don't let good times
cause you to let things slide.
SCORPIO
S
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) I/114
Relations with younger People arita-voceds You can have
but ima good time
moderate behavior could relict
to a health problem.
THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE!
3
4:
49
SAGITTARIUS
_0441>
BEL-AIR
CTR.
SHOPPING
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Make important domestic
MURRAY, KY.
decisions, but be receptive to
the ideas of others. A party

Off

BIOGRAPHY REPORTS — Andrew Jackson, Annie Oakley, and Daniel Boone
came alive along with Mohammad Ali, Marilyn Monroe, Annie Sullivan, Robert E.
Lee, and many more when the North Elementary sixth graders presented their
biography book reports. After reading their favorite biographies, students,
dressed as characters portrayed, shared the life with each other. This project was
correlated with Mrs. Mary Alice Humphries' English classes, with the assistance
of Miss Angie Jones, student teacher. Some of the Sixth graders presenting
biographies were, left to right, front row, Natalie McDougal, Dena McClard,
second row, Rodney Jones, Buffy Greer, Amy Miller, Shayne Morris, Kristi
Saladino, Marcy Marine, Wendy Parker, third row, Todd Bohannon, Richie Hemdon, Ruth Ann Black, Darren Parker, Jerry Lowery, David Lawrence, Stephanie
Lucas, David Miller, Christy Darnell, back row, Vena Crum, Charles Rose,Timmy
Black, Jody Lassiter, Carol Therrien, Troy Denhardt, Jody Burkeen, and Suzanne
Coleman.
•

FUNERAL
Among those from out of
town attending the funeral of
the Rev. Henry McKenzie
held on March 27 were Mrs.
R. C. Mitchell, Tulsa, Okla.,
Mrs. P. R. Orr, St. Louis,
Mo., Mrs. Mark Knudsen,
Chicago, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
Archibald Preston; New
Port Richey, Fla., Mrs.
Hillis McKenzie, Del Valle,
Texas, Prof. Alan Douglas
McKenzie, San Antonion,
Texas, Dr. Paul Watson:"
Hopkinsville, the Rev. and
Mrs. Orville Pearson and
Mr. and Mrs. William
Donan, Greenville, Mrs. H.
)3. Banks, Paducah, Mrs.
Frances Barclay and Mrs.
Edward Nunnelee, Mayfield,
and the Rev. and Mrs.
George Hubbard, McMinnville, Tenn.

8trideRite
Because kids
love dressing up for
Easter.
Stride Rite® shoes are perfect for dressing up, because
they're the dress shoes kids love to wear. And they come
innore sizes and widths than any other children's
shoes made, to fit better.
Your kids will look great and feel great in
Stride Rite dress shoes. Bring them in for a fitting today.
We'll take all the time necessary to ensure a healthy fit' -

NOW AT HOME
Burie Waldrop is now
recuperating at his home at
109 North Ninth Street, Murray, after having undergone
surgery at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
His two daughters, Mrs. Sue
Cannedy of Alton, Ill., and
Mrs. Lida Darnell of Atlanta, Ga., have returned home
after being here with their
father and mother during his
hospitalization.

Stride Rite

Children's Shoes
Southside Manor Shopping C tr.

ft

All Ladies Fashion Jeans
$700
Off

Except

One Group

-Ladies Fashion Jeans
41599

All
Handbags
/
12

atick

All Levis
Shoes

Price

Off

nPtii

-i_Ln

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT
BRILLIANT
330% OFF

FULL
ARAT

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS

rin

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rebecca Futrell of Murray
has been dismissed from tin'
Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah.

Always Free Layaway!

Timely Savings on.
Easter Suits
1 Reg. to 55.00

4fitl
Brand New and Fabulous
Vest Dresses

25.99

Lineny, flax-colored suits,' absolutely eye-eatching! In wrinkle.
shy polyester and linen. Junior
sizes.

Reg. to 46:00

19.99

A delicate feminine look, all done
in soft florals with a solid vest accenting the top . . . particularly
pretty for Easter. Some styles with
jackets.
'

Our Classic Spring Blazers

Excluding Yellow Et Blue Kenrob
And All Ultra Suedes

Reg. 45.00

17.99

No Approvals-No Charges

Fully-lined linen-look blazers of polyester
and
rayon. In crisp navy, white, or flax. Junior sizes.

Mademoiselle
Shop

Georgette Blouses in Fresh
Spring Styles

999

_

Reg. 19.99
For right now, and.right into summer, delicately
sheer blouses with a touch of lace. Sizes
S,M.Lt„,,

Court Square

Terrific, New Spring Skirts
Reg. to 19.99
10.99

Central Center Murray 753-7991

•

,

Skirts to mix and match coMe in easy care stylea
and fabrics. Solids and florals. Missgs and Junior.

Mon.-Sat. 10-9; Sun. 1-5:

•
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-Jackson-Elkins Wedding Planned e-is-ge,6-4 Japanese ArtistTo Appear Wednesday, Woman's Club

Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
-Jackson of Hickman announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of
their only daughter, Susan
Ellen, to Charles Allen
Elkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John E.Elkinsof Hardin.
The bride-elect, a resident
of Murray;is a graduate of
Fulton Courty High School
and Murray State University. She is employed with the
Tennessee Valley Authority
Office of Power, Division of
Energy Use and Distributor
Relations in Mayfield.
Miss Jackson is the granddaughter of Mrs. Cassie
Ellen Jackson and the late
Christopher A. Jackson of
Hickman,and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George H. Cozens
of Hickman, formerly of
Brantford,Ontario.
Mr: Elkins, a resident of
Benton, is a graduate of
South Marshall High School.
He is employed with Morris
Mobile Homes, Ific., of Benton.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Pansy
Elkins and the late Gilbert
Elkins of Hardin,and of Mrs.
Lucy Nanny and the late
_ Edgar Nanny of Dextar.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 16,
at 2:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Murray. A reception will follow
immediately in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Manabu Saito, artist from vited to call at the club house
Tokyo,Japan, will appear at during these hours to purthe Murray Woman's Club' chase their prints and meet
House on Wednesday, April the artist,Mrs. Hopson said.
A native of Tokyo, Saito
8, in a promotion of his print,
."Red Tulip," according to became interested in nature
Toni Hopson committee at the age of six and decided
spokesma
ch
n for the ',anent at this time to become an artist. During his primary
Prints of the red tulip will school years, he won an allbe on sale at $20 each and Japan award for painting,
will,be autographed by the but later his experiments in
artist. With each purchase, painting were interrupted by
he will also give a print of his World War II and it was not
"Green Fern." The Murray until 1946 that the efforts reclub will receive $10 for each quired for simple survival
had diminished to the point
of the prints Sold.
that he could resume his purA tea in his honor will be suit of a career in art.
hosted by the club on
Saito studied for a year at
Wednesday, April 8, from 4 Riklcyo University in
Japan
to 7 p.m. The public is in- and then came to America
to

END OF WINTER SPECIAL
Miss Susan Ellen Jackson
and Charles Allen Elkins

*EXTRA SPECIAL
Leather Trim

JOGGERS
$699

• A special exhibition
featuring art by students of
the After School Art
Workshops sponsored by the
Murray State University art
department. and the
Calloway County Public
Library will open in the
Calloway County Library on

Ladies & Children

BOAT SHOES
„..$999
Ladies

Barefoot

4 SANDALS

DRESS SHOES
Bs Connie. Fanfare. Naturalize,

$999

0
,/F.,,

5

Friday, April 3.
A reception and awarding
of certificates will be held
from 3:30 to 4 p.m. on that
date. Refreshments will be
served and the public is invited to view and celebrate
the progress of our young artists.
The art, whic includes
sculpture, drawin
fabric
crafts, and printma
, has
been produced by middle
school age artists under the
instruction of junior and
senior art education major
from MSU. All classes wer
held in the Higgins House a
annex of the library.
Director of the six-week
series of classes is James
Stickler, assistant professor
of art and instruction and
learning. The exhibition is \
the culminating event of theworkshop series.

ARTIST HERE — Manabu Saito, Japanese native artist,
will be at the Murray Woman's Club House on Wednesday, April 8, from 4 to 7 p.m. Prints of his "Red
Tulip" will be on sale at the tea and will be
autographed by Saito who will also give a print of his
"Green Fern" with each purchase. This is a special fund
raising drive for the club.

* EXTRA SPECIAL
Florsheim Men's Slip-on Sr thiOrds

litis SHOES
. 0.1v
•..k

Variety of sizes

Fro'14From

1110

S
vccsic.

2.510201000-

TILT
Only S
$2195

ROBLEE
Men',

& Casual

SHOES

n395-25"

Reg.
$50.110

*EXTRA SPECIAL
Men's

A

CASUAL SHOES

Ham

50% off

-

l'
UP
•

Regular retail prier

$1099

NAAtEIRAND SINKS AT RIIIICIROIS PRICES

GUINN'S DISCOUNT SHOES
207 N. Brewer

Downtown Paris

DISCOUNT SHOE BOX
116 E. South St. — Mayfitild, Ky.

a

Piano students of Mrs.
Neale B. Mason performed
in their annual spring recital
on the afternoon of March 29.
The site of the program was
the Recital Hall Annex of the
Fine Arts Complex on the
M.S.U.campus.
An audience of families
and friends heard piano
music in the classic, romantic, impressionistic, and contemporary styles, perform-ed by Glenn Cole, Danielle
Rodriguez, Tim Wilcox,
Teresa Ford, Leslie
Franklin, and Mark
Hussung, all of Murray, and
Lisa Hunter of Farmington.
In addition to the solos,
two duets were heard.
"Olympic Fanfare" was
played by Teresa Storey and
Susan Jones, and Mark
Hussung and Lisa flunter
played "Tonight" from
"West Side Story" ill' an
audience-pleasing arrangement by duo-pianists Ferrante and Teicher.

1
"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
A FULL 1/4 CARAT " FLOWER CLUSTER"
YOUR CHOICE OF YELl OW

,
ta.coS

OR

WHITE GOLD

30% OFF
PEG.$600.
•
/
,
$39
4;
• Ilit....._____ ..-Z7tAt,

THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURC.HASEI
BEL-AllAltur
tIOZI:aR.

MICHELSON JEWELERS

The Cleaner Interested In Yon"
605 Nilo St. Alum Ky.

1981 VO'orre Sloe COro
Grand Prize- $25,000 in Cash
Second Prizes.Puch® Mopeds
Third Prizes- Sharp® Carousel Microwave Ovens
Fourth Prizes-Yashica® Autofocus Cameras
Fifth Prizes- Sony' Digital Clock Radios
Sixth Prizes- $100 Merchandise Gift Certificates

Registration Form

• ,
Addre
ecital Of
City
Piano Stuaentsis
Held On Sunday' 4-„SAVE $5.11

$60.00

BOONE'S-CLEANERS

Celebrating our 25th Anniversary

Ss

.FAMOLARE.

(Wal! to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553

$125,000
Sweepstakes

N•ame

$999

CAItPil sr RIM
cLIANMIG
cLIDINrLAIu
- COMMERCIAt NM
lithelsoss $20.00 Tklest

0

lArt Students To Show
works At The Library

rabies

Convene. Pony.

••••,.

With Our

The Northside Independent Church will have a yard and
bake sale on Saturday, April 4,starting at 9 a.m. The sale
will be held at a location on Old Highway 641, one-half
mile south of Dexter.
The public is urged to attend,a church spokesman said.

JOGGERS &
TENNIS SHOES

tki.103

0'
0100
N*0\11.0.• •
OSSOka,

MOEN
E,fur
Carpets

Yard And Bake Sale I

7‘11

Saito, Frame House
Gallery artist, has done a
variety of florals as limited
edition prints. His works
have also been added to the
permanent collection of the
Hunt Botanical LibratY,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Good Thru
April 25, 1983-

The Murray Chapter of the Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet Saturday, April 4, at 8 am. at the
Triangle Restaurant. '
All interested persoas are invited to attend,according to
Tim Scruggs, president of the local chapter.

f`t1

New York Horticultural
Society. His trips to
Pakistan,
Surinatii,
Trinidad, Yucatan and
Arizona yielded new works
and a rapidly developing
style and virtuosity.

••••

Fellowship Meeting

Reg.
$60.45)

study at Pratt In.stitute,
Brooklyn, N. Y. After
graduation he returned to
Japan as a consultant to
Japan Designs House, but
soon returned. to New York
where he joined Raymond
Loewy Associates.
In the early 60's he turned
to flower painting and
became so absorbed in this
form of art that he soon was
devoting his full time to it.
Exhibitions followed at the
New York and Brooklyn
Botanical Gardens and the

11••••
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SAVE $3.11
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SAVE $3.11

SAVE $4.11

D. Youths' NOW

C. Wen's NOW

•
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$1288

Prices good through the weekend.
A. Genuine suede uppers with padded socks and D. Nylon uppers top rugged outsoles.
Padded incushion-crepe outsoles. In tan.
soles. In Carolina with royal
IL Adjustable vamps for proper fit. Wood wedges. I. Myles dutch with wrist
strap, snap front pocket
Cushioned insoles. In brown.
and zipper closure. In assorted colors. SAVE
C. Genuine wood wedges. Leather-look uppers.
$1.11 NOW $3.$L'(Not shown)
Padded insoles. In antique brown.

America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store:

Payless ShoeSeurceMURRAY
Central Shopping Center
Open 9 a,m.-9 p.m. Daily, 12-6 p.m.Sun.
p.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Sandra Raspberry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Raspberry of Hazel,
and number of the Girls Chorus at
Calloway County High School, has
been selected to participate in the
"Yourig Americans in Concert" for
the 1971 European concert tour.
Gedric Paschan was elected chairman of the Murray-Calloway County
Fair Board at the meeting held at the
Fairgrounds.
,
Deaths reported include Nollis
Wicker, 72, and Mrs. Ida Futrell
Hicks.
Tempers flared several times
Thursday at Murray-State University
during a three hour convocation that
began with students passing out
printed lists of five grievances.
A kick off coffee for workers of the
Cancer Fund Drive for the month of
April in Calloway County will be held
April 6 at the Holiday Inn, according
to Mrs. Edgar Howe,chairman of the
cancer drive for the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
this year.
Frances Brown, assistant professor
of home economics, Murray State
University, presented an illustrated
lecture about her trip to Europe at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.

EDITORIAL

Enough Strings!
Let's Pull Together

The dispute between the Define bias if you will.
Murray State Board of We believe ten regents have
Regents and'President Con- the right to run Murray State.
stantine Curris, has taken a Laws and contracts provide
good portion of our time in guidelines and KRS must be
reporting since February 7.
followed in this matter and
We have attempted to report other matters at the universievery side of the issue in an ef- ty.
fort to keep our readers in- We hope Dr. Curris has not
formed. The pressure has lost his. effectiveness at the
been there to take sides in the university and the board can
dispute but we held our ground show traits that will prove
I \NEU-,TNERE GOES-ME NEIGI-MORROW
saying when charges were they can work together at this
made public we would address time of stress and economic Garrott's Galley
the issues.
woe at Murray State.
Living in and serving this Our regional university will
community helped us feel endure and continue to be
more heat on the dispute strong in academics, athletics
20 Years Ago
between some regents and Dr. and outreach to its graduates.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, head of the
Curris. It is our hope we can We strongly urge those in the
biology department, Murray State
look through the rancor and community to giii=theitniverCollege, is pictured as he counts the
hauled into the boat.
presidenton a coin**campus.
scale rings on a rock fish as fishing
emotions to see both sides sity support in this divisive This beautiful weather is far from was
Another bird, crippled by an earlier
You would think that between them
make peace. This is a must for period. We may register feel- being ideal for duck hunting — and it's shot, was floundering on the water not they would have known better than to biologists observe.
Deaths reported include Tosco
out
such
of
also
season
doings
way
for
the future of Murray State in ings for or against Dr. Curris — but J. Matt Sparkman loves to tell far away,- when Dr. Sparks raised his sit on the barrel of a shotgun under Paschall,
63, Mrs. Pence Carraway,
or the boatd of regents this story. I want to pass it along while gun to kill it. It wouldn't fire. The any conditions.
the community and region.
75,and Luther Albert Fisk,79.
water splashed on it had frozen the firThey laugh about it now, but that Dr. A. D. Butterworth, Calloway
We realize Dr. Curris has members but Murray State it's still fresh in my mind.
ing mechanism in such a way it was one time when Dr. Sparks almost
County Health Officer, announces a
not pleased some people with must stand above the dif- It has to do with a duck hunting trip wouldn't discharge.
got a little behind in his duck hunting.
took
December
one
frigid
morning
he
Service School" to be con"Food
ferences
and
demand
our
decisions that reach out to
Borrowing Matt's gun, Dr. Sparks
+++
the Calloway County Health
by
With
ducted
DT.
then
Harry,
M.
,Sparks,
a
- member
People will buy just about anything. Department on April5,6.and 7.
touch university personnel loyalty and support.
of-the Murray State faculty proceeded to kill the crippled bird.
Peggy Patterson, the wife of Births reported at the Murray
and people of the community. . There has been a different and later the fifth president of The They rowed over and retrieved it then
headed
for
their
car,
into
which
they
likeable
Tommy Patterson, who Hospitalinclude a girlto Mr.and Mrs.
attitude
on
the
streets
since
school.
Especially his decision on
loaded
guns,
ducks
and
delivers
decoys.
things
about the Murray Thomas G. Parker, a boy to Mr. and
the
hearings
concluded
about
6
degrees abOve zero
Mon- It was
tenure:
Carelessly, it turned out, Dr. Sparki State campus from the receiving and
when
they
went
County
to
Ballard
to
Mrs. Leon Beale,and a boy to Mr. and •
day. People interested are not
placed his gun across the front seat shipping docks, works at Roman
Publie relations have hurt in as intense
ducks
in
shoot
the
early
morning
Glenn Moore.
Mrs.
and there seems to
hours. They headed for their favorite against the back and in such a way Ceramics in Mayfield and has for the
some areas as they seem to,. be a feeling of relief-that
Clara Eagle, William Warmsley,
the swamp, but found it frozen over with that he was sitting almost on the end past 10 or 12 years.
and Frank Gunter. of Murray State
now in Frankfort, over this situation has settled
of the barrelas they drove away.
In recent years the company had College won awards at the 1961
down
for ice about/
1
2
-inch
thick.
a
State
dispute. Is Murray
+++ . t
done a good business in designing and Louisville Art Center Annual Exhibit.
a time. We wish this cdtild con- Their first thought was to break the
stronger school than it was in tinue.
Their
next
stop
making unusual and novel whiskey% Showing at the Murray Drive In
was
Barlow,
where
ice, wading out a ways and setting
Matt was scheduled ta join his wife, bottles. They've made them in the
1973 when Dr. Curris came
their
decoys on the ice. On second
Theatre is Cecil B. DeMille's "The
We listened carefully in the
here??
thought, however, they came to the Clarice, and to spend the night there likenesses of John Wayne, Elvis Ten Commandments."
hearings as some:charges conclusion that the real ducks would with some of her people. So, he got out Presley and rnanother famous perwere
that
charges
the
On
against
Dr. Curris were have more sense than to light on ice. there and Dr. Sparks headed for Mur- sonalities of the past and in limited
1
30 Years Ago
presented against Dr. Curris, presented and defended. We Back in their car and driving down ray still sitting on the barrel of his gun quantities. The things become collec1,
The annual First Regional Music
we reach a conclusion there is observed_ some personal feel- what is known as "the river road," and with the car's heater gradually tors'items and sell like hot cakes.
things up. •
For the past few weeks they have Festival ended March 31 after some
not enough there to take his of- ings but grace held under they met a man they knew and who warming
Just as he was leaving Wickliffe — been working on order for 6,000 bot- 2,000 high school students parfice away from him. We see pressure. We credit good at- owned considerable acreage in the BAM! The gun went off with a deafen- tles shaped like an
a golf club with the ticipated in the two-day meeting held
Ohio
River bottoms.
some lack of confidence,judg- torneys for much of this.
ing roar! The frozen firing cap being a golf ball which you twist at Murray State College.
He proceeded to help by telling
ment questions and personali- It is our feeling that Murray them where they could go, get set up mechanism had thawed out from the on and off. It's tied to the Greensboro, Deaths reported include Neal
of the heater, causing The N.C., Open, which the professionals Greenfield.
ty differences at most.
State and the community in and get some ducks. He even offered warmth
blast.
are playing this weekend on their
The Murray Woodmen of the World
The Court of Appeals Will which it is located have been them a boat, gave them the keys to it Not only didthe charge rip away a tour.
presented Murray High
Camp
and told them where it was tied up.
rule on Judge Keiths findings in a no-win position.
sizeable hunk of Dr. Sparks' hunting
When completed, cast and fully Elementary School with a new merry+++
that four regents were biased Our hopes are for the
The Ohio was almost at flood stage jacket, it almost blew a hole in the decorated, the bottles were shipped to go-round costing about $140, accorand could not hear charges dispute to subside and that the at the time, its breakers spilling over driver's door the size of a basketball. a distillery where the final touch was ding to Zelna Carter, superintendent
did leave an outside bulge about added — the whiskey.
of Murray City Schools.
against Dr. Curris. If the rul- board of regents and Dr. Cur- the banks and levees into,the sloughs It
that
size.
The
Mayfield
firm
has
built
Mrs. Yandall Wrather will repreitself
ing is overturned then charges ris will reach out for recon- below, but there wasn't any ice on it.
Now, between them those two quite a reputation in this kind of sent the United Council of Church
Taking
and
to
the
the
river,
boat
may flare anew with all ten ciliation.
both J. Matt and Dr. Sparks soon had fellows have about as many degrees endeavor, designing the bottles, mak- Women of Murray at the fourth anregents hearing them and The university and the com- their limit as the ducks came funnel- as a thermometer,and they have done ing the castings for them and nual meeting of the Woman's-Departright well in life. One became an decorating them as prescribed. The ment of the Kentucky Council of Churmaking a decision. We feel munity have felt enough ing in almost on top of them.
elected,
state-wide educational of- sad thing, however, is that of late ches at Union Church in Berea on
• 'This would not be in the best in- stings. So have Dr. Curris and
As luck would have it, one of the last
ficial
as
well
as a college president. much of the business they were get- April 4 and 5.
ducks
shot landed with a big splash
tere‘h of anyoneand we don't the ten regents.
The
other
attained
the level of a vice- ting has been going to Taiwan.
A special dance program was
like to see administrative mat- Let's put an end to this and right beside the boat, splashing water
presented
at the luncheon meeting of
over both Dr.Sparksarxi his gun, and
ters like these in the courts. face other priorities.
the Alpha Department of the Murray—

The Time Harry Sparks Almost Got
A Little Behind In His Duck Hunting

saRAFFtrn

Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor:
to be asked to join a church. You won't
Recent statistics show a slight. be. This is a program with no strings
decline in the incidence otsmoking attaclietL__W_e_just want to help those
artiong adults; indicating a growing who wish to quit untoking.
consciousness about the dangers of
Sincerely,
Tobacco.
Lee Masters
For thosewho have a desire to quit
Rt.2 Box 44-B
or have been advised to do so by their Puryear,Tenn.38251
physician, there is a major hurdle to Temperance Secretary
overcome. Tobacco is addictive and
Murray S.D.A. Church
the smoker faces tremendous problems in quitting the habit.
Realizing this, the Seventh-day
Adventist Church developed the FiveDay Plan to Stop Smoking in the early
1960s. Since then it has been offered as Dear Editor:
How about giving us more local,
a public service .to all who want to
state, nation & world news and less
kick the habit
"Hath the lord as great delight in
Thousands of people around the news on Murray State. Your paper is burnt
offerings and sacrifices, as in
more
of
a
school
paper than a
world have taken the course.
obeying the voice of the Lord? Benewspaper.
Statistics indicate that 80 percent or
The primary good we get out of your hold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
more quit smoking during the five
paper
are the grocery ads etc. which and to hearken than the fat of rams."
days of the program. A year later 50
are
one
day old when we receive our I Samuel 15:22
percent still have not smoked.
The name of.the game is obedience
The best part of this is that it is mail. We get no good out of limited Anything less gets us into trouble with
specials.
It
is
very
common
for
,us
to
available at a cost of materials only,
our Creator. Are you obedient to your
(83.00 registration fee). The Murray drive 16 miles to Murray (at 61.35 a Heavenly Father?
Adventist Church is sponsoring the gallon) only to find the sale items
Milerray Ledger & Times
next Five Day Plan beginning Sun- have been bought up by your home
USPS 308-700
day, A'pril 5 at the Hopkinsville delivery subscribers. Why not put the
Publisher
Walter L.Apperson
Federal Savings and Loan Ass'n, at ads in one day earlier?
Editor
R.Gene McCutcheon
Yours Very Truly
the corner of 7th & Main Streets. You
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
H.J. Hornback
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
can call 75',3-3589 for more informaChristmas Day, New Years Day and ThanksgivR.R.6, Box 22511
tion
ing by Murray Newspaper*, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
Murray,
Ky.
42071
, Don't get the idea that you're going
Murray,Ky.42071. Second Class Postage Paid at

---Enough-41-SU

Bible Thought

Dear Editor:
.The Douglas Civic Improvement
Club is an organization that's been in
existence for several years. Even
though it may not be a .witiety known,
or highly recognized organization, but
it has served many people in our Community.

Dave Willis, who supported this club
from its inception until his death.
Down through the years it was his
efforts, his concern, and his determination that kept the torch of this ,
organization burning. One way he can
be best remembered is to keep this
torch burning in our community
organization, by pouring the oil of uniRecently this club lost one of its ty, and
cooperation on the flame,of
loyal, faithful and strongest
this club.
members. ite Was in the person of Mr.
The Members

By JOHN CUNNIFF

The Best Is To Come

Stop Smoking Plan.

Remembering Dave Willis

ess Mirror

Murray,Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
earners. $3.25 Per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
Palls, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., MAO per
sear. By mail to other destination*. 630.50 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Aasociation.
The Associated Preaalea-"iusavely entitled to
sapuhtish local news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Defter
753-1916
Classified Advertising
753-1916
Advertising
(Display)Ret
753-1919
Circulation
753-1916
News and Spoils Dept.
753-1916

_
NEW YORK (AP) — During its 41year history, members of Detroit's
Mutual Investment Club have bought
6137,038 worth of stocks, withdrawn
$257,643 for other uses and now have a
million dollar portfolio.
The best is to come, said George A.
Nicholson, Jr., usually credited with
being the father of the investment
club movernent. Nicholson, a
member, estimates that by 1986 the
club may be worth $2.3 million.
The biggest paper profit in its present portfolio of 42 stocks is Moog,
Inc., up more than nine times. Trinity
Industries has risen seven times, Core
Industries five times, Air Products,
Avco and Mobil Oil four times. Two
stocks have tripled,six have doubled..
Critics sometimes argue the Detroit
group isn't typical of clubs in the
3,900-member National Association of
Investment Clubs because some of its
members are professionals. They concede this, but insist nevertheless
amateurs can be properly prepartd to
make big gains.
Tom O'Hara,chairman of the NAIC
board of trustees,tells the story of one
of the club's biggest gains. As is the
custom, members allowed their wives
to pick a stock at the annual meeting.
In 1974 they chose Amcord. The purchase price, said O'Hara, a member,
was $2.875.
In 1979 Amcord shares were repurchased from shareholders at $34. Suddenly finding themselves with about
$54,000, the biggest lump of cash they
ever had the opportunity to invest,
they bought among other things 1,200
shares of Kennecott Copper at 924 a
share. Recently offer from Standard
Oil of -Ohio was approved by both
boards at $62 a share.
O'Hara revealed the club's figures;
which showed a portfolio value of
$1,039,000 on the morning of Majch 31
(hglped along by Moog reaching a
new high) in an effort to encourage

7

Woman's Club held at the club house.

Fanny.World.

Crewmen from a 100,000 ton live
people to spur the movement.
sheep carrier on the Australia to Lybia
He contends there's money to be run have told an Australian corresponmade by small investors, and he dent that a quarter of the sheep die
observes that, somewhat under- from the heat on the journey. Ironicalpublicized, "individuals have been ly, he writes, this has a good side to it.
making money in the market for the When_the carcasses are thrown overpastfive years."
board they are swallowed whole by
During these years, he said in an in- sharks, which then choke. The seamen
terview, there has been a gradual report thatsome beaches in the Persian
rebuilding of confidence in the Gulf are strewn with dead sharks.
market. "People view stocks as I do
— that stocks are one of the few things
that have-not risen sharply,andthat if
there are bargains anywhere they're
to be found in stocks."
By The Associated Press
O'Hara detects a growing enToday is Thursday, April 2,the 92nd
thusiasm that he feels will lift the day of 1981.-There are 273 days left in
number of clubs steadily over coming the year.
months.In fact, he says,it has begun.
Today's highlight in history:
Association membership last year fell
On April 2, 1917, President Woodrow
to 3,600, from a high of 14,000 clubs in Wilson asked Congress to declare war
1970, but It has grown now for six on Germany.
straight months to 3,900.
On this date:
Those figures roughly parallel what
In 1792, Congress established the
the New York Stock Exchange census U.S. Mint.
of shareholders has shown. After
In 1882, outlaw Jesse James was,
reaching a high of 31 million a decade shot and killedin St. Joseph, Mo.
or so ago,shareownership dipped to 25
In 1932, Charles Lindbergh turned
million, before growing again to 29.8 over $50,000 ransom for his kidnapped
million in 1980.
son to an unidentified man in a New
York City cemetery.
In 1947, the United Nations appointed the United States.auttni4ke
for Pacific islands formerly held, by
the Japanese tinder a mandate.
By Rea Well
Five years ago: The House of
It is often thought that the best waY Representatives vowed to reform the
to acquire peace of mind is through scandal-ridden grain inspection
escape or retreat from the cares and system at export terminals.
distractions of everyday life.
One year ago: Iran's hardline
Not allgreat spiritual teachers have Islamic party scored a major victory.
agreed. The German mystic Meister in the first round of parliamentary
Eckhardt(1260-1327) wrote:
"elections.
It (spiritual awareness) is not to be
Today's birthdays: Actor Alm
learned by world-flight, running ()unless is 67. Actor-producer Jack
away from things, turning solitary
Webb is61.Singer Marvin Gaye is 42.
and going apart from the world.
Thought for today: Never trust
Rather, one must learn an inner
man who speaks well of everyliddy
solitude, wherever or with whom- John Churton Collins, English literary
soever he may be.
critic i 180-1906 I.

TodayIn Ihstoi-y

Thought.4
Jn agon

•
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Feds Look At Links To Assassin, Actress Foster
By LARRY MARGASAK
- Associated Prellii Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)— As
John W. Hinckley Jr.
, prepared for a 'court appearance today on a charge
of shooting President
Reagan, -federal' invectigators hunted further
links between the assassination attempt and the young
drifter's infatuation with a
teen-age actress.
The actress, 18-year-old
Jodie Foster, acknowledged
Wednesday that she had
received letters signed

e

"JWH" and "John Hinckley," although she said
none mentioned violent acts
or the president.
Published reports today,
howeveL, quoted the tunnelled letfer found at the
downtown Washington hotel
where Hinckley stayed.the
night - before Monday's
assassination attempt as
saying: "Jody,I would abandon this idea of getting
Reagan in a second if I could
only win your heart."
At the top of the letter was
written the date "3-30-81"

Southern States

iiPuisch
'APO'

Stork Brothers
Fruit Trees

Strawberry Plants

•Citurry
*Peer

end Grope Pleats

Ph. 753-1423
holusirtal Rd.

Murray, Ky.

and the time "12:45 p.m.,"
about two hours before the
shooting that felled Reagan,
White House press secretary
James S. Brady and two law
officers
outside
a

_Wa§hingtonhoteL
Hinckley's second appearance .in U.S. District
Court was for a hearing to
determine whether the case
should be considered by a
federal grand jury.
Vincent. J. Fuller, the
defendant's new chief
lawyer and a partner in the
firm of millionaire defense
attorney Edward Bennett
Williams, told a hearing
Wednesdai that Hinckley
was willing tewaive today's
proceeding and have the
case proceed directly to the
grand jury.
Hinckley, 25, who has been
described by his family and
acquaintances in. Evergreen
Colo., as a drifter and loner,
is charged with attempting
to assassinate the president,
which carries a maximum
lift senjence. He also has

been charged
with
assaulting a Secret Service
agent.
While it is unclear whether
Hinckley's defense or the
prosecution will eventually
be tied to the letters received
by Miss Foster, the star of
the movie "Taxi Driver"
said she felt "bad, frightened, distressed" upon learning of the possible connection with Hinckley.
The movie was about a
plot to awasinate a political
figure.
"I acted very badly. Cried,
I guess," she said at a news
conference at Yale University, where she is a freshman.
Miss Foster declined to
discuss the letters in detail,
but she said they appeared to
be love letters. The actress
said she tossed away the
first notes, because "this is
not uncommon as I receive a
great deal of similar unsolicited correspondence."
"In none of these letters
and notes I received was any
mention, reference or im-
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room.
•
Hinckley has been held in
isolation and under constant
surveillance at the U.S.
Marine base in Quantico,
Va., where he was given
books, toilet articles and
clothing, Justice Depart- - ment spokesman Thomas-P.
Decair said.

Featuring

The Murray City Schools
will dismiss one hour eat-tier
than the normal dismissal
time on Friday, April 3, prior
to spring break.
The schools will resume
the regular scheduled
classes with buses making
regular runs on Monday,
April 13.

Choice of 1
With
$12.50 Order

With These- Savings

rest of miy life with you,
whether it be in total
obscurity or forever," the
letter said.
Other published reports
have said authorities also
found pictures of Lee Harvey
Oswald, the • -accused
assassin of President John
F. Kennedy, in Hinckley's

GOSPEL til.\-G/.11;

City Schools To
Dismiss One Hour
Early Friday

pEP'm

Del Monte Round- Up
-

PINEAPPLE

According to published
reports today in Washington,
New York and Baltimore,
the unmailed letter found in
Hinckley's room said: „:'The
past seven months, I have
left you donna of poems,letters and messages in the
faint hope you would develop
and interest in me."
"Jody, I would abandon
this idea of getting Reagan
in a second if!could only win
your heart and live out the

Prices Good
April 2
Thry
•April 8

COW.
310cococl.
-- Stock

plication ever made as to
violent acts against anyone,
nor was the president ever
mentioned,"she said.
She said in a prepared
statement: "At the beginning of March, I received
three or four more notes
similarly signed. On March
6, I gave them to my college
dean, who in turn gave them
to the Yale police. These are
now in the custody of the
FBI."
FBI spokesman Roger
Young confirmed the correspondence and addedk that
Hinckley made several
phone calls to the actress.
Hinckley either spoke only
briefly or did not get
through, he said.
•
Several photographs of
Miss Foster were found in
Hinckley's wallet, but "there
is nothing to indicate that
there was anything more
than a fan-to-star relationship," Young said. "I don't
believe she encouraged him.
There
was
nothing
reciprocal."
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A BUSY 124 V—laNTHEBASEPATHS — At left, Mark Boggess (1)slides in front of the ball for a Murray run
before Calloway County pitcher Don Hargrove could get to the throw in time. At right, Calloway County's

Murray Sneaks Past Calloway, 10-6
By DAVID HIBB1TTS
.
Sports Editor
To say that the Murray
baseball team's 10-6 opening.
game win over crosatown
rival Calloway County
yesterday was a double
paradox would hardly give
total justice to the plays that
made the difference.
Anytime one team has 12
hits and 11 walks and strands
15 of those baseruruiers in
seven innings while the other
team scores twice as many
runs as it has bits, the outcome is going to leave some
heads shaking.
-Despite some inconsistency - in the transition after
losses at key positions from.
last year's team, Murray
has already turned a meld of
experience and talented
youth into a scrappy bunch
that can capitalize on its
chances.
--Only two Tigers managed
to reach three Laker pitchers for hits, but they put 10
more runners on base after
walks as Murray scored all
the runs it needed in the
.third inning. - _
CalloWay, meanwhile, Was
having' little trouble pounding the Tiger pitchers as
the brand new Murray outfield stayed, busy'all afternoon.
Perhaps the one -spot_ in
that outfield that gave Murray coach Cary Miller the
most answers yesterday was
—in—centerfteld, where fleet

footed freshman Mark Bog- starting lineup of fast year, trouble turned into disaster
gess Made some hustling. Murray jumped on Calloway as Boggess hit a tapper back
to Hargrove, whose throw
catches, including the final in the third inning.
With one out, Herndon and home was dropped.
out of the game and one
Requarth then rounded out
when he ran • almost into Taylor walked sand Ronnie
right field- to track down a Pace loaded the bases with the Tiger batting order with
a double driven deep into left
deep fly by Kirk Starks and one of his three singles.
After those three had set field to bring in two more
slow down a big Calloway inthe stage, John Mark Bill- runs.
ning. "We are trying to survey ington walked to bring in the It was Murray's last two
some positions right now," first run. When a grounder runs that made the Lakers'
Miller said about his dif- by Vic Marshall turned into comeback attempts such a
ferent lineup. "I am glad We the game-tying run as the struggle. Boggess scored
won even though we did not throw home was too late to frbirn third base when the
catch Taylor, the Tigers had. ball got away from Calloway
play that well.
'
catcher:TKO Darnell and
"This is the time of year Calloway rattled. Darren walked to give Requap capped the inning,
we expect to make mistakes.
Two weeks from now, I will Murray the lead as Don scorimrall the way from sebe a lot more upset if we are Hargrove replaced Dan Key cond as Darnell and
still making them:"
' as the Calloway pitcher. But Hargrove looked for the ball.
Despite its Changes and
playing only its first game,
Murray still had just three
errors to the six for
Calloway,which is now3-2. "I believe our kids played
under a little -pressure,"
Calloway County cottcb, JOe
Stonecipher said. On thing
Defending Southeastern decision to another conthat -hurt us was stranding Conference
champion ference opponent, Austin
runners With ttie bases load- Vanderbilt will face • hard- Peay,last week. ,
ed twice. We did not do the bitting Murray State in a
Vanderbilt is led by
damage we could have,.
single game Friday at 2:30 freshman third baseman
''It is early in the year. We p.m. on Reagan Field.
Tim Turner and junior colare hitting the ball, and the
The two • teams were lege transfer
Erez
rest will come. I believe We scheduled to meet March 18 Borowsky, who are hitting
are as good as Marshall at Murray, but unfavorable .419 and .404, respectively.
County and Murray.
weather forced a change in
Murray State will open
"We
had
some schedule.
OVC play at Reagan Field
breakdowns in fundamenThe Commodores, now 10- this Saturday with a
tals. Wehave:got-to-rt back 13 overall arid 5-6 in the SEC, -doubleheader against Austin
to the basics."
_defeated Ohio Valley Con- Peay at 1:30 p.m....;-Austin
orr-Eair.TR—e- ference foe- - Middle Ten- Peay has won 12 of its initial
With „,ser
-11-quarth, Tony Herndon and Oessee, 7-6, on Wednesdak 21 games.
Bruce Taylor back_froni-Ltsr. Vanderbilt also dropped a
.Baseball competition in
_
the OVC this season is divided into divisions, with the
Thoroughbreds competing in
the southern region along
with Austin Peay, Middle
Terinessee and Tennessee

Calloway's big inning was
the fourth when Darnell led
off with a single and went to
second on a - passed ball.
After an out, Hargrove
doubled in Darnell. Marty
McCuiston singled to left
field,scoring Hargrove.
After Boggess then made
his brilliant running catch
for the second out, Bill
Berberichwalked and David
McMillen replaced Pace as
the Murray pitcher.
Another Calloway run was
walked in before Key drove
in the sixth and final run for
the Lakers and Tim Brown
was thrown %at home. .
The Letters lost Another

runner trying for home in the
fifth inning and ended the
game as they had started it
in the first — with the bases
loaded.
Murray travels to Henry
Cotinty, TN, while the
Leiters play at Fteidland today.
Murray
0080200-10 5 3
Calloway
2 0 0 4 0 0 0 — 6126
Ronnie Pace, David McMillen (41
and Bruce Taylor; DIM Keyn
Hargrove (3), Eddie Burgess 14) and
Craig Darnell. 2B — Eddie Requarth
IMI,Hargrove IC).

Introducing the 1981 Rabbit Diesel.
We never seem to just let weV enough alone.
Our 1981 model actualtr has a n engine that's even
bigger -than last yea -s - Which- means you'H get tr more
powerful car, with better acceleration and passritg Power.
Plus the kind of astOntshing mileage and superb comfort our Rabbit tempted you with last year. In fact, EPA.
estimatedri mpg. 56 mpg highway estimatev(Use.-estimated mpg- for comparison. Mpg vanes with speed, trip
lengn weather Actual llighway...mpgwiltprobablv be less.)

In the cutline that went
with yesterday's pictures
from the Murray High
basketball banquet, the
names of award winners
Todd Bradshaw and Gary
Sims were inadvertently
reversed.
Bradshaw, who won the
Tech.
The northern region con- assist award, was second
sists of Akron, Eastern Ken- from the left and Sims, who
tucky, Morehead State and won the defense award, was
at the far right.
Western Kentucky..
The teams play a round
robin schedule, and the top
two teams in each division
advance to the OVC championships May 1-2.
Freshman outfielder Clay
Boone continues to pace the
Thoroughbreds in hitting
With a .408 average, 14 home
runs, 39 runs batted in' and
an amazing .908 slugging
average.
Sophomore righthanded
pitcher Brad Taylor has
been effective for the
Thoroughbreds with a 4-0
record, 1.74 earned run
average and 24 strike outs.

ow, with every S10 you spend at your CARQUEST Auto Parts Store,
ly
you'll get ,a number punched on your CARQUEST Tool Ticket. When all
numbers are punched,the ticket Is worth MOO toward the purchate of
Before you buy a mower. tiller or
tractor compare the quatrty arid-pertO-Fm
You ll find a SNAPPER is worth
moie because it does more-am:Ids
price is competitive with other
quality mowers tillers and tractors

SNAPPER tractors with h Oro
StatiCbanSelissions have a
• e pedal that G
5
your speed and
&ecru° Great fr),

.

on the lawn or
,n the garden
Shown wIth
optlonal cum
r urn 47'
48 and
54" units
available

SNAPPER tillers can be con
verted to walking tractors
so jou can also plow Or
cultvale
At! SNAPPER riders
have on-the-go shifting withliff-chjfehing Phis'aCuttii‘g
una which raises to prevent
Scalping ho'ID bushel catchers available
'

and 21 SNAPPER
wan, Mowers are superior

19

baggmg mowers which
can be converted tO
mulching mowers
and Leaf shredders

SNAPPER

k

-54atorto,
E. R

•

Get your FREE copy ot How to get the moat tor your money when you buy a garden tractor' It:

Another distance -run that
A head-to-head 'duel
between two of the OVC's top will have significant impact
outdoor track lei& will be on the final team point totals
the focus of attention Friday will be the-V00-meter run
afternoon at Roy Stewart where- Chris Buynan and
Stadium as the Murray State Barry Attwell will face
Racers host Western Ken- strong competition from a
trio of Hilltopper runners,
tucicy.
- There is no admission Larry Cuzzort, Simon Cahill
charge for the competition and Greg Orman.
which_gets underway with
Two of the OVC's premier
field events at 3 p.m. and discus and shot put
running-events at 3:30.
spec*1ists will also face
"It should be a close one," -each other in the dual
said Racer Coach Bill CorL —between Murray State's Annett. "I believe it could go dy Vince and Western's
either way. Western had a Luby Chambul. Vince set a
10-point advantage on us school record in the discus
during the indoor conference last week in the WKU Invitachampionships,so we expect tional with a 164-2 throw.
a real close encounter."
Chambul placed seventh in
Cornell believes one of the the shot put in the NCAA inkey events will be the 1500- door championships.
meter run mere Murray
Cornell also has two top
State's sophomore standout contenders in the 400-meter
Eddie Wedderburri will face run in sophomore Elvis
a strong challenge from Forde and junior Tony
Western's Ron Becht. and Smith. The Hilltoppers will
Ashley Johnson.
counter with Barry and
Wedderburn recorded a Larry Mountain along with
time of 3:49.0 to take first Kerry Quarles. Forcle .and
last Friday in.tig Olympic Alfred Brown will be threats
Development 1500-meter rm, in the 200-meter dash.at the Florida Relays. WedIn the future, the
derburn also won the 3000- prestigious Murray State
meter steeplechase event at Twilight Invitational is
the Florida Relays and scheduled for April 25, and
qualified for the NCAA out- Murray State will also host
door championships with a the OVC Track & Field
8:46.3clocking.
--Championships May 1-2.

the tools of your choice. So come in soon and get your T001 Ticket. itt
another great way to save money at your CARQUEST Auto Parts Store.

REMLINE
6DRAWER TOOL CHEST
ROLL-AROUND CABINE
TOOL CHEST
Drawers lock
automatically
when Id is
closed. #11009
Sug. Ust $.166.30

STEELCRAFT
33-PC. SOCKET SET

Does the Job of 0 sets.
1/4" and 3/8" drive.
Includes both
standard and
metric sockets.
42993

dr
.
mar

LIMITED OUANTMIS

STORAGE
CABINET
Ideal storage base
for chest. On
casters for rollaround portability.
490089
Sug. Ust $210.65

TUNE-UPS
FOR LIFE

CH

Enter Champion
Spark Plug's Wee
Tune-Ups For Life
Sweepstakes
today! We've got all the
detaNs and entry forms.

Motor Parts & Bearings
1109 Chestnut Street
Murray— 753-8311

CARQUEST: the Right Place to buy auto parts.
RIGHT PRICE•RIGHT PARTS•RIGHT ADVICE
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Orioles Picked In AL East

Yankee Soap Opera Goes On
Third of a Series
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The soap opera continues.
Will George and Reggie kiss
and make up? Will big Dave
bring George success in his
search for another world
championship?
The New York Yankees
had the best record in
baseball during the 1980
regular season but they
bombed in the playoffs
against Kansas City, and
owner George Steinbrenner
went shopping. He went all
the way to San Diego for free
agent outfielder Dave Winfield. He didn't have to go
quite as far for a field
manager to replace the
popular Dick Howser (whose
103 Victories made him the
second winningest rookie
skipper in baseball history),
only upstairs where Gene
Michael was biding his time
as the Yankees' general
manager.
"The
season
was
somewhat disappointing
because we failed to make
the World Series," says
Michael.
Winfield takes his money
bags to Yankee Stadium's
spacious left field with Reggie Jackson, who batted .300
for the first time and tied for
the American League lead
with 41 homers, in right.
Fleet Jerry Mumphrey, just
acquired in a trade with San
Diego, is the man in the middle. Oscar Gamble and Lou
Piniella will DH a hit.

Basketball
Banquet To
Be Held For
MSU April 14

A veteran infield will have DeCinces and alternate catGraig Nettles at third, cher Dan Graham. Catcher
Bucky Dent at short, Willie Rick Dempsey, shortstop
Randolph at second and Bob Mark Belanger, second
Watson and Jason Thompson baseman Rich Dauer and
splitting time at first. DeCinces help make
Thomspon was acquired in Baltimore baseball's best
the capper of a three-team defensive club.
trade which sent first
The Milwaukee Brewers,
baseman Jim Spencer from seeking a way to make up 17
the Yankees to Pittsburgh.
games, think tbey found it in
Clutch-hitting catcher the big swap with St. Louis in
'Rick Cerone handles a pit- which thy acquired catcher
ching staff that includes Ron Ted Simmons, reliever
Guidry, Tommy John and Rollie Fingers and starting
Rudy May, all left-handers, pitcher Pete Vuckovich.
in the starting rotation — the
"We were instantly turned
Yankees are searching for a into a contender," says
right-hander — and a sensa- Manager Buck Rodgers.
tional bullpen headed by
Simmons joins a powerfireballing Goose Gossage.
packed lineup which inThe Baltimore Orioles, cludes first baseman Cecil
says Manager Earl Weaver, Cooper, shortstop Robin
"had an outstanding season Yount, third basemen Roy
in 1980, but 100 wins wasn't Howell and Don Money, outenough. So this year we'll fielders Ben 0g,livie, Paul
have to win 101 games, or Molitor and Gorman
whatever it takes to bring Thomas and DH Larry Hisle.
the Eastern Division title If Vuckovich and fellow
back to Baltimore."
starters Mike Caldwell and
The Orioles seem solid Moose •Haas can give
everywhere. The pitching Fingers enough leads to prostaff includes three Cy'tect, baseball's all-time save
Young Award winners — king could be just what the
Jim Palmer, Mike Flanagan doctor orderiti.
and Steve Stone — and Scott
The Boston Red Sox, on the
McGregor may soon be the other hand, don't figure as
best of all. Tim Stoddard is contenders without Carlton
the bullpen bulwark.
Fisk, Fred Lynn and Rick
There's plenty of offense Burleson, despite new
with first baseman Eddie Manager Ralph Honk's roseMurray, Ken Singleton, Al colored optimism.
Bumbry and Gary Roenicke,
Dennis Eckersley, Mike
third baseman Doug Torrez and Frank Tanana,

acquired from California, all
had losing records a year
ago. The Red Sox do have a
fine bullpen featuring Tom
Burgrneier, Bob Stanley and
Mark Clear. And they have
punch with outfielders Jim
Rice, Dwight Evans and Joe
Ruth, first baseman Tony
Perez, third
baseman
Carney Lansford and
ageless Carl Yastrzemski.
Now that second baseman
Jerry Remy is over his knee
problems, Houk must find a
place for Dave Stapleton,
last year's rookie sensation.
Glenn Hoffman, last year's
third baseman, is the new
shortstop. Gary Allenson
figures as the catcher.
The Detroit Tigers scored
more runs than any team in
baseball (830) last year but a
team ERA of 4.25 sabotaged
any hopes for a high finish.
"No team will ever win with
a 4.25 ERA," says Manager
Sparky Anderson.
Since Mark Fidrych is
back in the minors, the
Tigers will rely on starters
Jack
Morris,
Dan
Schatzeder, Milt Wilcox and
Dan Petry, who could be a
big winner. Aurelio Lopez is
an in-and-out reliever.
Left fielder Steve Kemp
wields the biggest bat. His
helpmates includes catcher
Lance Parrish, first
baseman Richie Hebner,
shortstop Alan Trammell,
outfielders Al Cows and

Rick Peters and DH's
Champ Summers and John
Wockenfuss. A healthy Kirk
Gibson would help. So would
a comeback by second
baseman Lou Whitaker.
The Cleveland Indians are
hopeful of their best season
in years. They have plenty of
offense in catcher Ron
Hassey, first basemen Mike
Hargrove and injuryplagued Andre Thornton,
third baseman Toby Harrah
and outfielders Joe Charboneau, Miguel Dilone and
Jorge Orta.
The Indians traded for
Pittsburgh's Bert Biyleven.
If he can return to his old
form, the starting mound
staff will be formidable with
Len Barker, Rick Waits and
John Denny. The bullpen,
though, may kill Cleveland's
chances.
-The Toronto Blue Jays
have never finished out of
the cellar and seem destined
to make it five _last-place
finishes in a row. Dave Stieb
and Jim Clancy are premier
starting pitchers and first
baseman John Mayberry,
shortstop Alfredo Griffin and
outfielders Otto Velez, Lloyd
Moseby and Al Woods will
produce some runs, but not
enough.
PREDICTION:
Baltimore, New York,
Milwaukee,
Boston,
Cleveland,Detroit,Toronto.
NEXT: AL West.

Sports In Brief

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Three days have passed
since the NCAA's controversial championship basketball game was played under
the shadow of the tragic
assassination attempt on the
president, and commentators have got around to
reviewing the game itself.
Net result: Indiana's
Coach Bobby Knight is a
hero.
"Knight's
Dictum
Upheld," reads one
headline, referring to the

discipline that carried the the scales to an Indiana vicHoosiers to 63-50 victory tory.
over North Carolina.
Thus Americans again
"Superb teacher," says a shrug off the banal
vulgarities, bullying tactics
critic.
and informal brawls in
"Let teachers instill young canonizing one of the men
Americans with the values of entrusted with the playtime
teacher-coaches like Bobby keep of some of their 19-and
Knight," adds another.
20-year-olds.
He won. That was suffiNBC-TV named him, and
not Isiah Thomas, winner of cient within itself. After all,
the Most Valuable Award, in the words of the late Vince
presented by a car company. Lombardi, "winning isn't
It was Bobby's brain and not everything — it's the only
those two vital steals and 23 thing."
It is bizarre how we as a
points by Isiah that tipped

nation not only tolerate but
even admire and hail a person's actions which, under
any other circumstances,
would be a source of derision.
"That's our boy, Bobby,"
4iiey say with a giggle.
"What a card!"
"Ain't it the truth? He's a
winner."
Winning makes everything
all right.
Whenever pot try to probe
into the inner soul of the
Marine-syndrome, spit-andpolish, tough-guy personali-

By The Associated Press
HOCKEY
EDMONTON, Alberta
API -Wayne Gretzky of the Edmonton
Oilers, who earlier in the day was
named the National Hockey League
Player of the Month for March, broke
Bobby Orr's league single-season
assist record with his first of two
assists in Ecknonton's 4-4 tie with the
Colorado Rockies.
The 20-year-old canter now has 104
assists this season, two more than the
102 Orr accumulated for the Boston
Bruins during the 1170-71 campaign.
The record-setter came on right wing
Jan Kurn's power play goal at 1:33 of
the first period
Gretzky cemented his March award
last Sunday when he brake Phil
Esposito's suigleseason point record of
152, also set with Boston in 1970-71.
Gretcky scored 11 goals and added 34
assists last month.
TENNIS
FRANKFURT, West Germany AP
— Tornaz Smid of Czechoslovakia
upset countryman Ivan Lendl 3-6, 6-3,
5-7 in the 4175,000 Grand Prix tournament.
In other matches, Bob Lutz defeated
Steve Denton 6-4, 7-6, and Brian
Teacher downed Tim Wilkinson 6-4, 36, 6-3.
BOISE, Idaho i AP — Topseecled
Claudia Kohde of West Germany
defeated Lena Sandin of Sweden 6.1,64 during the first round of the Avon
Futures tournament.
In other action, Sue Leo of Australia
defeated No.2 seed Kathy Horvath 6-2,
6-7, 7-5; Ann Kiyomura beat Pam
Casale 6-1, 6-4, and Yvonne Vermaak
of South Africa topped Marianne van
der Torre of the Netherlands 6-2, 6-1.
BOWLING
BALTIMORE (API — Bo Bowden
took a 76-pm secondround lead over
Steve Martin in the 4100,000 Fair
Lanes Open.
Bowden bowled 1,368 for his first set
of six games and came back with
scores of 249, 214, 253, 209 and 217 for a
1,354 series in Round 2. Overall, the
leader totals 2,722for a 226 average.
Martin, who bowled 268 in his nextto-last game but managed only 147 in
his final effort, totaled 2,464 for second, followed by Mark Fah y with
2,643. Jeff Valentine was fourth with
2,628 and Steve Sipe rounded out the
top five with 2,621.

Astros Byr
to ,
Tbe Associated .
Pi mi
dfielder,
BASEBALL
Americas League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Traded
Kiko Garcia, shortstop, to the Houston
Chris
and an unspecified amount of cash.
Assigned Bouryis to Rochester of the
International League.
CALIFORNIA ANGELS—Traded
Dickie Thon, irjielder. to the Houston
Astros for Ken Forsch. pitcher. Asked
waivers on Jim Barr And Dave
LaRoche, pitchers, for the purpose of
giving them their unconditional
releases.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Traded
Thad Bosley, outfielder, to the
Milwaukee Brewers for John Poff, outfielder Bosley was assigned to Vancouver and Poff to Edmonton, both of
the Pacific Coast League •
MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Signed
Pete Vuckovich, pitcher, to a multiyear contract. Asked waivers on Paul
Mitchell, pitcher, for the purpose of
giving him his unconditional release.
SEATTLE MARINERS—Asked
waivers on Mario Guerrero,shortstop.
for the purpose of giving him his unconditional release.
TEXAS RANGERS—Sent Mike
Richardt, second baseman, John Butcher, Ed Figueroa and Dave Raisich.
pitchers, and Don Werner, catcher, to
Wichita of the American Association.
Gave Willie Horton, outfielder, his unconditional release.
National League
MONTREAL EXPOS—Asked
waivers on Fred Norman,pitcher , and
John Tamargo, catcher, for the purpose of giving them their unconditional releases.
NEW YORK !NETS--Sent Phil
Mankowski, third baseman. and Greg
Harris. pitcher, to their minor league
camp for reassignment.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Traded
Ed Ott, catcher, and Mickey Mahler,
pitcher, to the California Angels for
first baseman Jason Thompson. Traded Thompson to the New York
Yankees for Jim Spencer, first
baseman, Greg Cochran and Freddie
Tolliver, pitchers.
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS—Optioned
Dave ,LaPoint and John Super, pitchers, to Springfield of the American
Association.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW
ENGLAND
PATRIOTS—Signed John Quinn, safety.
Canadian Football League
EDMONTON ESKIMOS—Signed
Brian Potter, quarterback.
HOCKEY
ty of men such as Knight —
National Hockey League
BUFFALO
SABRES—Signed
Karp
also General Patton, LomSuoranierru, deferneman. and assignbardi, Woody Hayes and, to ed him to Rochester
of the American
a lesser degree, George Hockey League.
HARTFORD WHALERS—Fired
Steinbrenner — you run into Jack
Kelley, general manager. Gave
all sorts of conflicts.
Larry Pleau, head cOach, the additional
duties of general manager.
Knight's personality — as
COLLEGE
in the case of other renowned C.W. POST—Named
Tom Galeazn
martinets — runs the broad head basketball coach.
MISSISSIPPI STATE—Named Bob
gamut from the foul-talking, Boyd
head basketball coach.

The Great Gretzky Sets Assist Record
same year. Gretzky had
three assists Saturday to
raise his point total to 155,
and Wednesday's two assists
gave him 157.
In other NHL games, the
Chicago Black Hawks and
Toronto Maple Leafs battled
to a 2-2 tie, the Hartford
Whalers edged the Quebec
Nordlques '5-4 and the Winnipeg Jets and Vancouver
Canucks played a 4-4 tie.
It took Gretzky just 1:33 to
break Orr's mark. Standing
at the edge of the Colorado
mai, he redirected a bouncffig puck off the backboards
to Jan Kurri and the 20-year-

77.777E

Selecting
The
Right
Savings
Plan
Will-Help You Achieve
Financial Goals More Quickly.

old Finnish winger quickly
beat Rockies goalie Chico
Resch.
Gretzky has scored 35
points in the last 15 games.
An less than two seasons, he
has accumulated 293 points.
One more record Gretzky
is shooting for this season is
the mark for points per
game. The NHL record is
1.97 set in 1943 by Bill Cowley
of Boston. Gretzky's 53 goals
and 104 assists give him 2.01
points per game.
Despite Gretzky's effort,
the Oilers were held to a tie
when Lanny McDonald
scored his second goal of the
game at 1:15 of the third
period. The tie gave Edmonton 70 points for the season
and moved the Oilers into a
tie with the Pittsburgh
Penguins and New York
Rangers for the 13th spot in
the overall standings. Sixteen teams qualify for the
playoffs.
Black Hawks 2, Maple Leafs
2
Reg Kerr's second goal of
the game with 9:20 remaining gave Chicago the tie with
Toronto. Chicago got the
power play opportunity
when the Leafs were penalized for having too many men
on the ice.
The tie gave the Leafs 68
points, two more than the

Washington Capitals in the
fight for the 16th and final
playoff berth. Toronto has
two games remaining,
Washington three.
Whalers 5, Nordiques 4
Blaine Stoughton's second
goal of the night, with 11:41
remaining, gave Hartford
the victory over Quebec.
Stoughton's game-winner,
his 43rd of the season, came
on a 12-foot wrist shot that
bounced off the pads of
Quebec goalie Dan Bouchard
and into the net. Both teams
were shorthanded at the
time.
The _ loss
snapped an 11game,. unbeaten streak for
the Nordiques.
Jets 4, Canucks 4
Thomas Gradin's 20th goal
of the season for Vancouver
capped a wild third period in
which six goals were scored,
three by each team. Kevin
McCarthy, Per-Olav Brasar
and Harold'Snepsts also
scored for tt.__Canucks,
while the Jets got two goals
from Kris Manery and one
apiece by Rick Bovrness and
Danny Geoffnon.
Gradin tied the score al
14:56 by poking a loose puck
into an empty Winnipeg net
after goalie Markus Mattsson came out to block a shot
by Stan Smyl.

chair-kicking, face-slapping
bully to an off-stage charmer
with a seeming concern for

Security Federal Savings
& Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd.-Murray, Ky.

Baseball Scores
By The Associated Press
Wednesday's Games
New York NL.1 2, Toronto°
Chicago (ALI 6, St Louis 1
Texas 13, Atlanta 12, 10 usniags
LOS Angeles 7, New York Al.)4
Detroit 4, Montreal I
Minnesitta 5, Pittsburgh 3, 10 innings
Cincinnati 7:Philadelphia 2
Milwaukee 12,San Diego 8
San Francisco 7, Oakland 2
Chicago NL 8,Seattle 4
California 5, Cleveland 4
Boston 8, Baltimore 5
Tbaralay's Games
Chicago
ALI vs. Toronto at
Dunedin, Fla.
St.Louis vs. Minnesota at Orlando,
Fla,
Montreal vs Detroit at Lakeland.
Fla.
T4xas vs. Atlanta at West Palm 7
Beach, Fla.,
• Pittsburgh vs.- Philadelphia at
Clearwater. Fla
Houston at University of Houston
Cleveland vs. California at. Palm
Springs, Calif.
Milwaukee vs. San Francisco at
Phoenix. Ariz.
San Diego_ vs. Chicago p NI.4 at
Mesa, Ariz.
Cincinnati vs. New York I NI, at
St Petersburg. Fla.
Kansas City vs. Baltimore at Miami
Boston vs. New York Al.,
Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Oakland vs. Seattle at Tempe, Ariz.

at

SHIRLEY, PIERCE
& WRIGHT
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
For The Practice Of Public Accounting
At
509 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office Hours
Telephone
9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.,
502-753-8635
Mon.-Fri.

hponittrinistuismaleallimig

ANTED

True'Country
Cooking Lovers
Every Saturday Night
p.m.-9 p.m.
Country Cookin Buffet'

I.

REWARD
The Best Food You'll Ever Eat

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Country Ham
Catfish

Fried Chicken
Barbecued Ribs
PLUS

Oven Browned Potatoes,
Fried Apples, Pinto Beans,
Kale Green's, Corn On The Cob,
And Assorted Cakes and Cobblers
Featuring Assorted Ky. Cheese

1976
Nova

Money Market Certificates:

12.328% 6 Month
12% 30 Month

By The Aaaraciated Pro*
Campbell CaNerence
Patrick DIAN=
W L T GF GA Pn
N.Y Islanders 0 18 14:142 -245 104
Philadelphia
4123 14 311 245 96
37 27 14 318 290 88
C0111ArY
NY Rangers
2030 14 306 314 70
Washington
24 35 18 275 309 66
Smythe DMA=
:St Lotus
44 17 16 341 267 104
Chicago
30 32 16 296 306 76
Vancouver
28 30 20 282 288 76
Edmonton
27 35 16 314 323 70
Colorado
3244 12 250 334
Winnipeg ."."'
900 13 739 388 31
Wales Caalerenee
Norris Molise
Morgreal
(332 13 3:12 221 99
Los Angeles
43 23 12 328 279 98
Pittsburgh
29 36 12 294 335 70
Hartford
21 39 18 207 361 09
Detroit
19 41 17 245 326 55
Mann MIME
Buffalo
38 19 20 317 237 96
Boston
36 28 13 307 263 85
Minnesota
3437 17253 255 85
Quebec30 31 .17 307 309 77
Toronto
27 37 14 313 360 68
x-Clukned division title_
Wednesday's Games
Hartford 5, Quebtie 4
Chrago 2. Toronto 2. tie
Colorado 4,- Edrnontan 4 tie
Winnipeg 4. Vancouver 4, tie
Tlairsday's Games
Washington at Boston
POsbirgh at Detroit
NY Rangers at NY Islanders
13ufhlio at Philadelphia
los Angeles at SI-Louis
Colorado at Calgar!,

Thomas E.'Shirley, CPA
Michael D. Pierce, CPA
and
Scott V. Wright, CPA
Announce The Formation
Of A Partnership

the inUwessionable -human

clay he is commisioned to
mold.
What really bugs us is that
Bobby Knight, two days
after shoving a Louisiana
State fan against the wall
and dumping him in a plastic
container, suddenly is pictured as some kind of protector of modern virtues and
morals.
The Iudiana coach makes
no effort to clean up his own
act. It's silly for him to get
incensed over a fan's ribbing. It's indiscreet of him to
push human beings around,
stand before a houseful of
reporters and scream the
vilest profanities.
If he is truly a great
character builder, why
shouldn't he build his own?
As the Bible says, "Physician, heal thyself."

NHL Standings

Transactions

Souls Of Coaches Like Knight Filled With Conflicts

Members of the 1980-81
Murray State sen's basketball team will be..honored
April 14 during the annual
Racer Basketball Banquet,
scheduled for the University
Center Ballroom on campus.
The evening of activities,
hosted by WPSD-TV sports
director Frank Morock, will
include a social hour beginnBy The Associated Press
ing at 6 p.m., dinner, presenThe Great Gretzky contation of awards and a video tinues to knock the Boston
taped program featuring the Bruins from the National
top performances and most Hockey League record book.
memorable moments from
Wayne Gretzky of Edmonthe 1980-81 season.
ton posted two assists
The Racers finished with a Wednesday night in the
17-10 overall record and Oilers' 4-4 tie with the Colplaced second in the Ohio orado Rockies to set a singleValley Conference.. regular—seasart—asshie—recani- with
season
standings and -um.That wiped out the mark
postseason tournament.
of 102 set by Boston's Bobby
Tickets, priced at $10, are Orr in 1971.
available at the IVISIJ basket,
Just three days earlier, the
ball office, 211 Roy Stewart 20-year-old center broke the
Stadium. Additional infor- season scoring mark of 152
mation may be obtained by points set by Orr's teamcalling the basketball office mate, Phil Esposito, the
at 762-6804.

r,r*

-SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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ONUS REWARD

Orange, with saddle interior,
v8, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, rally
wheels, one owner, 40,xxx
miles. Extra Sharp.

Enfey The Country Sound Of

Benny and Dave
Wanted hi 5 States For
Beal Beene Nome Pickin

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617
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*mon.- Corn. A
KENLAKE DINING ROOM

641 South, Murray
GM GU/WTI
SERVKA PARTS

GM

gam. NOTolts PASTS DIVISION
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Chance To Be First Repeat NBA Champion Since Celtics In Jeopardy

LakerS Already Face Elimination After Loss To Houston
By ALEX SACHAftE
AP Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Lakers,
hoping to become the National Basketball Association's first repeat champions
ce the 1968-69 Boston
Celtics, suddenly find
themselves one game away
from playoff elimination
after running into a red-hot
Rocket named Moses
Malone,
Malone, Houston's 6-foot:19 center, scored 38 points
and grabbed 23 rebounds —
including 11 off the offensive
boards — to lead the Rockets
to a 111-107 upset over the
Lakers in Los Angeles
Wednesday night in the
opening game of their firstround playoff series.
"To win we had to play our
hardest and best game of the
year, a maximum effort,"
said Rockets Coach Del Harri. "It was our best game of
the. year and for all I know
the hest gartie in the history
of the franchise."
Houston, which posted a
40-42 record in the regular
season and didn't gain a
playoff berth until the final
weekend of the campaign,
can wrap up the best-ofthree mini-series by winning
Friday night. A third game,.

if necessary, will be played
in Lot Angeles Sunday.
"When I score big and rebound well, we usually win.
We're no pushovers," said
Malone. "But this series is
not over yet. You have to
respect the world champs."
In the other Western Conference first-round series,
the Kansas City Kings
posted a 98-97 overtime victory over the Portland Trail
Blazers at Portland. With
Chicagre,s. 9040 triumph at
New Yolk on Tuesday, that
means three of the four miniseries openers were won by
the visAing team.
Philadelphia, which
defeated Indiana 124-108
Tuesday, is the, only home
team to win so far. *
Houston raced to a 16-point
lead during the second
period and was ahead 60-50
at halftime behind 23 points
by Malone, the NBA's
leading rebounder and No. 2
scorer during the regular
season. Los Angeles fought
back and twice cut the
deficit to two points but
could never draw even.
The Lakers trailed by just
three points with 19 seconds
remaining before guard
Mike Dunleavy hit two free
throwsfor Houston. A basket

by Earvin'Magic" Johnson shown that they can beat us
again cut it to three, but a in Kansas City."
Kansas City's Otis, Birdfree throw by Malone clinchwho led all scorers
song,
ed the victory.
("Johnson led the Lakers with 29 points, sent the game
with 26 points and Norm Nix- into overtime by hitting a
on and Kareem Abdul- driving layup with one seJabber added 22 and 21 cond left.
After Meriweather's gopoints, respectively.
"We are in a whole lot of ahead basket, Portland
trouble," said Johnson."I'm center Mychal Thompson
mad, upset and disap- missed a 10-footer. The
Blazers regained possession
.
pointed."
with nine seconds left, but
said
"Our course is clear,"
Lakers Coach Paul despite the urgings of Coach
Westhead."There are no op- ....flick Rai, 'may,nobody called
tions and no contingencies — a timeout to set up a play. Inwe must win in Houston. We
must be more aggressive,
keep the ball away from
Moses and keep Moses away
from the boards."
And as the Lakers learned
Wednesday night, that's no
small task.
Kansas City's backup
center, Joe C. Meriweather,
scored four of his six points
in overtime,. inducting the.
winning basket with 57
seconds remaining. The
Kings erased an 86-76 deficit
with six. minutes left in
regulation to win.
"This doesn't mean
much," warned Kings guard
Ernie Grunfeld, who scored
10 of his 16 points in the
fourth quarter. "They've

stead, Kermit Washington
heaved up an air ball from
beyond the- three-point arc
just before the buzzer.
"There's no excuse for it,"
Thompson said of the failure
to call a timeout. "We just
didn't do it."
"Somebody out there had
to call it," Ramsay said. "I
couldn't call it on the
sidelines. We were all hollering." But forward Calvin
Nett, who dribbled the ball
upcourt in the final seconds,
said he didn't hear Ramsay.
The Pacers, who have lost

all seven of their ,games
against Philadelphia this
season, hope the home court
advantage will help them
break that streak.
"We haven't beaten
Philadelphia all year, but we
have played them close
here," said Indiana Coach
Jack McKinney, noting that
the 76ers won the last two
games at Indianapolis by
one and two points. -"We
won't try any new wrinkles
— just try to get playing
again." .
James Edwards,Indiana's

19% TO 50%
SAVINGS!

ache thaek

SOUND•
BARGAINS
Slashed 40%! 7"Open-Reel
Deck with Professional Features

WE'VE GOT THE TIME FOR YOU

TR-3000 by Realisticot,

•

.
-119.3EAL.MhC_

You've got a busy schedule and we know there's no way to
make money sitting and waiting. That is why we go out of the
way to make sure you don't have any unproductive time at our
office. Well schedule you so that you don't have to wait.
We'll make the time you spend with us productive and of
value to you because we've got the time to explain your taxes
to you and -the time to advise you on how to avoid unnecessary
tax bills next year. We've got the time to discuss your accounting needs and offer valuable observations and
suggestions.
If you need the personalized irk-depth type of services we
pride ourselves on, call now. We've got the time for you!

CPA
Mere thaw.title, it's a prefasslen

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant

201 S. 6th Street

7-1 center who averaged 15.8k strategy for Friday's game.
points per game this season, "We were intimidated by
failed to score in the series Ards," said Mike Glean,one
of the Knicks' reserve
opener.
"I wasn't in the game," he guards. "But we played
said."I was rushing my shot right to their strength. Drive
too much. I've just got to to down low and he'll block
every shot. We've got to pass
better."
out andISBY
The same goes for the en- the belt more,set picks and
tire New York team. run our offense."
Chicago center Artis , "When we penetrate in the
Gilmore dominated the next game, we have to dish
Kniclul in the opener of their off the ball instead of
series, blocking seven shots shooting and having him
and grabbing 16 rebounds. block the shots," added
He has forced New York.to guard Michael Hay Ricpardconsider a chalige in son.

753-8918

Everything you've
always wanted in
a Seafood Platter...

•••.dt•
,
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Shown with optional metal reels. Tape not included

Save
$200

29995
Reg
499 95

The ultimate in hi-fi recording with wide frequency
response, low noise and distortion, superb dynamic range,
and easy editing! Features 3 heads—erase, record and
play—for off-the-tape monitoring as you record. Hightorque wind and rewind motors, FG (frequency generator)
capstan servomotor for low wow ahd flutter. Full-logic
solenoid control, separate bias and EQ controls, 7% and
3Y4 ips speeds, headphone jack, and more! #14-700

43% Off!22-Watt* AM/FM

Stereo Receiver
Buy now and get a great
hi-fi receiver at a super
low price! Features
illuminated tuning meter,
tape monitor,- 4-way
speaker select switch, 5
LED mode indicators,
more.'22 watts per ch.,
min. rms at 8 ohms, 20- .
20,000 Hz, no more than
0 1% THD. 431-2089

STA-100 by Realistic

Save$120

9
'
159
Reg.279.95

Complete Hi-Fl Stereo System Now Cut40%
• Realistic STA-100 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

Save
$2308°

• Two MC-2001 Walnut
Veneer Speaker Systems
With 87 Woofer, 2/
2"
1
Tweeter for Deep Bass
and Crisp, Clean Highs

A A

• LAB-58 Automatic BeltDrive Changer with Hinged
Dust Cover, $19.95-Value
Realistic/Shure R25EDT
Cartridge

6

,-

/

„2,41111,X10
CHARGE IT
(MOST
STORES)

Reg.Separate Items 579.80

#31-2089/40-1987/42-2974

Stereo Headphones
Novae-40 by Realistic

Cut 33%! Digital-Synthesized AM/FM Receiver
STA-2200 by Realistic

995

Cut2O%

I I

Reg.
24.95
Enjoy listening in ,
private! 31/2"drivers
deliver full-range
sound. 10' coiled
cord. 433-993

Stereo Demo Album

299

19%Off

• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender Scallops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes

Cut38%
95 Pair

9

Reg. 15.95
Pair

Lifts speakers off
floor for cleaner
sound, less
"booming" bass.
Black oxide finish.
040-1254

Record Care
- System

Slashed
20%

SEAFOOD SHOPPES
9.95

—

-_•—dii ilo Ir.
......
ecerft •

C)6 6

Save$200-

Protect your valuable
records from damage!
Removes dust and static
charges. With liquid.
#42-102

39

Exciting low price! Scans the entire
AM or FM band, stopping automatically at each station. Memory
stores6 AM and6FM stations for instant
pushbutton recall. 60 watts per ch.,
Min. rms at 8 ohms, 20-20.000 Hz,
0.02% THD. 031-2085

Save$46080
•

Act

II

$879

Reg.
Separate
Items
133940

• Realistic STA-2200 True-Digital
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
•Two OptImus0 T-200 "Tower"
Speakers In Genuine Oiled Walnut
Veneer Enclosures
• Realistic LAB-420 Direct-Drive
Turntable with 039.95-Value Realistic./
Shure R1000EDT Magnetic Cartridge
and
Hinged Dust Cover
031-2085/40-2029/424975

Now 50% Off! Bookshelf/
Floor Speaker System
MC-2001 by Realistic
Save $50.00 on this
great sounding
speaker! Features
efficient 8" woofer for
deep, rich bass and
2/
2" wide-dispersion
1
tweeter for clear,
crisp highs. Walnut
veneer finish.: *40-1987.

Half Price!
095

4mhoEach
Reg. 99.95 Each

for the Rados/limitStore or Dealer Nearest You
Check Your PhoneonBook
.
0,.

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL.

Reg.
599.95

34% Off This Magnificent
Digital Stereo System

7 I

Reg.
3.69

Steel Speaker Stands!

Thru April 19, 1981

•

II

Show off your hi-fi!
Record encompasses
full audio spectrum
from deep bass to
thrilling brass. 450-1006

Special

I
aimml----T
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Elizabeth Howard
Approved As _
LBL Manager.

Barkley Hearing By Board Set For today

—That Barkley asked if what the letter termed Deatherage and Doug
By DIANA TAYLOR
she would become his lover Barkley's putting -undue Wheeler, also have been
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) after staring at her body "in pressure and coercion" on charged with sexual harass— A hearing was to begin to- an offensive and degrading -Ms. Hester to stop working ment and were scheduled to
in Louisville on an assign- appear at the Personnel
day before the state Person- manner."
Elizabeth E. Howard,Ten- further graduate work at
occaseveral
on
—That
sexualment made by Barkley. •
nel
Board
on
Boatel hearing., Ms. Hester
nessee Valley Authority Harvard. She is a native of
Ms. Hester maintained
harassment charges which sions — once when his 7district administrator at Chattanooga.
Agriculture Commissioner year-old son was standing she was- the only qualified
Prior to joining TVA she
Nashville, was approved by
Alben Barkley II has beilai him --'Barkley asked person for the job and that
the
work
in
the TVA board Wednesday did consulting
as "trivial permission to look down the she and her immediate
described
morning as manager of the Department of the Army in
top of her blouse.
superior objected to her West
nonsense."
Land Between the Lakes.
Alabama and later taught
occasion
Stde
"On
one
such
were
returning to Frankfort. Her
allegations
The
premedical and environmenMiss Howard, 33, will suc- tal biology at Enterprise
made against Barkley by while Ms. Hester was lean- -objections resulted from
ceed Frank R. Holland as State College4t Enterprise, MAME C.STEELE is the App Hester, a former ing over her desk," the letter
the previous alleged sexual
speaker at the services being 'employee of the Agriculture said, "she alleges you harassment which she atmanager of LBL. Holland, Ala.
held through Friday, April 3, Department, who has said, ordered her to 'bend over,' tributes to you," the letter
• —manager of the LBL Since
Holland, 54, is a native of
1974, was also approved as 'Orlando, Fla. He joined TVA at 7 p.m.at the Hazel Church she considered Barkley's ac- and then again ordered her stated.
assistant general manager in 1966 as a wildlife biologist of Christ. A native of tions degrading, offensive to 'bend over further' or
If at-Charge is proven,
Calhoun City, Miss., he has and intimidating:
words
very
similar
to
that
of TVA effective June 1.
indicate that
would
it
and served as assistant to been preaching for 26 years
Personnel Commissioner directing Ms. Hester to posi- employment decisions made
Miss Howard was named the director of the Division of serving as minister of churwere
district administrator in Forestry, Fisheries and ches in Bells, Humboldt, Dick Robinson detailed the tion herself so that you would about Ms. Hester
look
down
her
be
able
to
of
her
basis
made
on
the
letter
charges
in
a
Jan.
29
to
Development
from
Wildlife
1979.
She
November
joined
Brownsville, Henderson, Barkley. The following day, clothing."
unwarranted
the
response
to
TVA in 1975 as a botanist and 1972-74. He received his B.A. Milan, Camden, and Paris,.
—That Barkley put an sexual advances," Robinson
worked on special projects in in. science from Emory Tenn. He is in his 19th year Barkley issued a statement
saying the charges were arm around .Ms. Hester's said.
the Office of Planning and University, M.S. in geology as
preacher at Paris. He is "neither serious nor true."
waist and hugged her.
Two other male
Budget. She holds a B.S. in from the University of Cin- married to
the former
—That
Barkley
apthtrAgriculture
employees
of
would
not
"Fair
people
natural science and a M.S. in cinnati and Ph.D. from the Pearlie
Mae Detlwow and have even bothered to take proached her while she was., Department, Geraldecology from the University University of Wyoming in
they have two children,Far- upeveryonnZme With such sitting in an office chair,
of Tennessee. $bg also did. ecology_
ris Syble Steele Phillips and trivial nonsense," he added. lifted the chair while she was
Adrian Dominic. The public
Barkley included a copy in it "and thus put her in an
is invited to attend the ser- of Robinson's letter in a embarrassing physical posivices, a church spokesman lawsuit he filed last month in tion...."
said.
—That on many occaan unsuccessful attempt to
block the hearing. The sions, Barkley remarked
allegations contained in the that Ms. Hester looked
5 Slogan
ACROSS
Answer to Wedeaday's Puzzle
1 Quarrel
6 Encourage
--letter-range1rem-sexual-in7 " yl'--in-a-eertairrontfit.
7 Expire ,
5 Insane
—That Barkley made a
vitations to. hugging Ms.
DUG MOO CUM
8 Sun god
8 Rant
UUU MOO 0002
"positive attempt or lunge'
Hester.
12 African coun: 9 Mit address
try
10 Army officers ULU UUMUOUIM
More specifically, Ms. to go under her desk" when
MUM) MIK!
11 Paradise
13 Japanese
alleged the following Ms. Hester was wearing a
Hester
klU CULD UUM
sash
16 Poses
No injuries were reported
IDLIU Me MUM
incidents,according to skirt.
17 Wander
seven
14 Copied
15 Native metal 20Charts
UC CAM UM UU after a car driven by a Mur- Robinson's letter:
The final charge involves
ray man collided with a child
16 Beef animal 22 Spanish &di- uturu IJOU OUU
do
la Number
MEM EMU UU
riding a bicycle at the in19 Near
25 Wireless set
UUUO (MUM tersection of U.S. 641 and
26 Deface
20 Baseball
MUUMUU() UM
27 Regions
glove
UMW MOO 000 Poplar Street Wednesday,
28 Weaken
21 Diphthong
MUD CUM OUU according to a Murray
29 MOm and —
23 Letter
Department
Police
24 Poetic Muse 31 Pheasant
spokesman.
brood
26 Of the cheek
40 The ones
46 Poker stake
As part of the-Gallery- of- of-Wittsit atlYffirray'gate:as
33 Dance step
28 Breaks
here
48 Greek letter
The spokesman said that
the Arts Festival, the Mur- they perform works by
34 Paper ' 41 Sow
29 Obstruct
50 Guido's high
Frank Fazi, 49, 1609
measure
30 Hurried
42 Gealic
note
ray State department of Handel, Marais and Bach.
Kirkwood, was northbound
36 — line
32 Sums up
44 Mix
51 Pronoun
music will host a recital of
Mrs. Mach has assisted in
37 Thong
33 Equality
45 Barrel
53 Article
on 641 when he collided with
Baroque music for cellor and numerous orchestra and
39 Preposition
34 Depend on
stopper
54 Greek letter
Jeff Watters, 12, 1397
35 Greek letter
harpsichord at 4 p.m. Sun- chamber music concerts in
Johnson, riding east on
36 Cushion
day,
April 5, in the Farrell the United States and
37 Rent
Poplar.
-Recital Hall.
Europe.'She served as prin38 Lubricates
No charges were made,
40 Afternoon
Dr. Joan Mack, associate cipal cellist of the Nashville
according
to
the
spokesman.
parties
professor of music at Symphony, the Eastman
41 Compass pt.
Brescia, College, Owensboro, Symphony and the Indiana
43 Greek letter
44 Pretense
will be the guest artist. She University Philharmonic.
45 College deg.
Mrs. Taylor joined the
47 Before
49 Apportions,
faculty at Murray State in

and Barbara Armstrong filed charges against Wheeler
while Ms. Armstrong filed.
the charges against
Deatherage. The allegations
against the two men have not
been made public.

RRIMT'S

Court
Squar

Open Fridays
8:30 P.M.

21Piece
wimp
$369

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

No Injuries
Reported After
Car, Bike Collision

Recital Scheduled As
Part Of Arts Month

51 Vandal
52 Business
place
55 College head
56 Exist
57 Goad
DOWN
1 Portico
2 Foretokens
3 Mature
4 Preposition

WWWW AAM &MAW
WM= WM WM
WM AMIN WM
WM AIME AW
AWE= AMMAN
AMMO WM AMA Rail Retirement
WSW WM AWE Rep To Be In Area
WM WOW AMMO
A representative of the
WAMM WM=
U.S. Railroad Retirement
AIM AA Board from Nashville is
WA
AMA WAN= AIM planning to meet
with inAMMAMMEMMAMMOI dividuals in this area during
WM WM AIME the week beginning April 13.

Anyone wishing to meet
with this representative
should contact the U.S.
Railroad Retirement Board
at 108 Federal Building, 801
Broadway, Nashville, Tenn.,
37203. The telephone number
is(615)251-5131.
'

Colonial House
ALL Y U CAN T
4 Ky. Lake Catfish4
Au,

4

Offer expires: April 19, 1981

One of Jerry's Best

"qb

Scotia Coal Agrees
To Pay Fines
Totalling $55,000

$395
-4"41WAIIIIVAIWWIV4V

Colonel Lee's

HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
Scotia Coal Co. has agreed to
pay fines totaling 655,000 for
violating environmental permits at its mine near Oven
Fork.
Howard D.Zeller, regional
enforcement director for the
US. Environmental Protection Agency, said the fines
were the first against the
company since the EPA
began issuing permits that
limit the discharge of
pollutants into waterways.

Country Ham
4

We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.

$

95

Friday & Saturday Mites
Still Serving Our
Regular Buffet As Usual

Open Tues. Thru Sun.
Ph.753.2710
441 Re. — Merrey,Ky.

Joan Mack
will be joined by Mrs. Marie
Taylor, associate professor

Hog Market
Federal-State Mar.ket News _Service
April 2, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1161 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 75e lower sows under 500
lb. steady over 500 lb. $1 lower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
• 938.15-39.25
US 2210.250 lbs
$38.5049.00
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.,
337.50-38.50
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350lbs.
$33.00-34.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
83340-35.50
US 144804190tbs
105.50-W00
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
$38.00-40.00
sotne $40•50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
832.00-33.00
Boars V8.00-28.50

Marie Taylor
1969 and has become wellknown throughdut the region
for her solo and: chamber
music performances as
pianist and harpsichordist.
The recital is free of.
charge and open to the
public.

4PkwyNkapintNlay!

%leak's®
RESTAURANTS

South 12th St. Murray, Ky.

'NI?"

COLOR TV

April 1st tliru 4th
Moorgard

DOOR PRIZES DRAWN DAILY
*Mural
*Wallpaper
*WoodFlooring
*Bicentennial Rug
*Sum Of Free Paint
Moores'

$15

*Rooms of Carpet &
Floor Covering

40
901.FREE YARDSTICKS!

CARRICO PAINT &FLOOR COVERING
(Formerly TidweN Paint Co.)
1210W.Main—Murray,Ky.— Phone:753-3060

The TOREADOR • M1908C
Compact, durable polystyrene
cabinet. Dark Brown with
Nickel-Gold color trim VHF
and UHF Antennas.
•Trl-Focus Picture Tube

a Triple-Plus Chassis
. a Electronic Powetfientri
•Super Video Range Tuning
si,Sytictwametic 70-Position UHF Channel Selector

The MALTA • M1310C
Black textured finish with brushed
Aluminum color trim Super Video
Range.Tuner

•Tr -Focus Picture tube
•Triple-Plus Chassis
•Color Contru;
• Electronic Power Sentry
•Su. -r Video Re .e Toni •

Tucker TV Sales It Service

"TELEVISIONS ARE NOT A SIDELINE TO US...WE DEVOTE OUR FULL
1914 Coldwater Rd. TIME TO SAL ES& SERVICE OF ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS"

753-2900

,
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Brady Makes 'Exceptional'Progress In His Recovery.
By WARREN E. LEAKY
APSclence Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
White House press secretary
James Brady is talking,
breatOing without assistance
,and playing catch with his
wife as he makes "truly exceptional" progress in his
recovery -from a gunshot
wound to the brain, the
White House says.
Brady:- injured in Monday's assassination attempt
eresident Reagan, remained in critical condition

at George Washington
University Hospital, but doctors expressed cautious optimism.
On Wednesday, Brady uttered his first words since
the shooting, calling his wife,
Sarah, by- her- nidmarrie,
"Raccoon," while she was in
his hospital room, and then
counting aloud to 10, a
source said.
The counting apparently
was on command of medical
personnel to demonstrate
regained abilities, said the

source, who asked not to be
identified.
Dr. Daniel Ruge,the White
House physician, said there
was "minimal, but hopeful"
movement on the left side of
Brady's body,as well as continued improvement of
moiement on the right side.
Deputy _ press secretary
Larry Speakes charaeterized the leftsicle movement as
a "big development" since
the badly damaged right
side of the brain controls
body movement on the left.
Brady, 40, and his wife
played catch with a ball of
cotton or gauze Tuesday
night, "demonstrating his

ability to move in spite of his
weakened condition," said a
White House statement.
"Mr. Brady continues to
play catch and is responsive
to eonunand," O'Leary said
in a written statement issued
by the White House. "There
is no evidence of complications at this time."
White House chief of staff
James A. Baker III said doetots are optimistic Brady
will survive and "that mental capacity will be there"
despite brain damage caused by the bullet.
But no one speculated on
how much and what kind of
mental capacity wont(' re-

main after substantial injury
to the right side of Brady's
brain and minor damage to
the frontal lobe of the left
aide.
During five gours of
surgery Monday, doctors
reportedly _removed- large
amounts of brain tissue from
the right frontal lobe of
Brady's brain and a small
amount from the left.
While being cautious,
brain specialists termed
Brady's progress "exceptional." But they noted •he
still was vulnerable to some
degree of paralysis and
speech impairment.

Vote
William "Bill' Black Man's Death Similar
Bailey For
To Slayings Of Children
Sheriff
victim "cartied 'too-- big a
The Sheriff Earl Lee.
ATLANTA. (AP-)..
Working Together We
Can Control Crime

Paid For By Patsy Woodall

- Route 1. Almo, Kantickv

T111•04••••

•••

High Winds Create
'Extreme Fire Danger
In Eastern Kentucky

Sale Ends Sat 4th

It pays
to spend a little more
for a John Deere
•

ItAS

Dr. George A. Ojemann,
professor of neurosurgery at
of
University
the
Washington in Seattle, said
Brady's movement and
speech suggest there was
minima) damage to the
dominant left side I. his
brauL
"He is doing much better
than moat people with gunshot wounds in the brain,"
Ojemann said Wednesday in
a telephone interview. "This
indicates- he will do well
later."
Ojemann said possible
complications include brain
swelling, infection and
seizures common with brain
injury. He also noted that the
brain recovers very slowly,
taking from six months to
more than a year.

Lab knife for one man to take
State
Crime
pathologist Dr. Bryon him."
Dawson, who performed an
Miss Duncan said her
autopsy on Duncan and used brother was last seen around
fingerprints to identify him midnight on March 20 at a
Wednesday, said further neighborhood store where he
laboratory work was did odd jobs -about eight
necessary before he could hours after a group of batdetermine how Duncan died. wielding youths went out for
Eddie Duncan, -the---dead—the-ftrstlime to patrol
The death of Eddie L. Dun- man's father, said he had housing project:
can Jr. — being treated as a warned his son to be cautious
After Hill's body was
homicide by police — is the after Hill disappeared.
found, Atlanta Mayor
first adult case and 22nd
"I told him to be careful, Maynard Jackson told
death overall to be handled and he said he knew to be reporters "certain key peoby the task force, which-also careful because his friend pie in this investigation"
is looking into two disap- was missing," Duncan said. hold to a "strong theory"
pearances. The deaths and
that the killer of the latest
"He wasn't afraid of peodisappearances have occurple," the victim's 23-year-old
red since July 1979.
"increasing publicity" in the
said.
The 21st victim, Timothy sister,.Gloria Duncan,
cases...
Hill, 13, was found Monday "He would talk to them, give
Hill and 10 others of the 21
but
in the Chattahoochee River, them some conversation,
slain children were asphyxwith a
only four miles upstream he would not leave
iated. Although officials said
from where Duncan's body stranger."
there were preliminary inMarvin Kimble, a 19-year- dications that Duncan died
was found Tuesday. Duncan,
resident of the Techwood of drowning, Lee said; "We
old
according to hislather, was,
housing. project
Homes
a friend of Hill.
are carrying the case as a
Both were found clad only where Duncan lived,said the, homicide."
in undershorts, as were two
earlier victims. That fact
"may be strongly suggestive
of a sexual motive," Dr.
John Feeget, assistant
Fulton- County medical examiner, said after Hill's
body was found. .
"High wind is beginning to
By MICHAELEMBRY
Police earlier said Dundry things out pretty fast,"
Associated Press Writer
can's case would not be
High winds that dried up said Townley Bergmann, of
handled by the task force.
woodlands
and whipped fires state Division of Forestry.
Safety
Public
But Atlanta
eastern
the
sections of "It's been difficult in conin
Commissioner Lee Brown
has
one trolling and a very difficult
Kentucky
prompted
said he decided to bring in
the task force after consulta- forestry official to call it an situation."
Five fires were reported in
tion with Douglas County "extreme fire danger."
The biggest fire Wednes- the Daniel Boone National
day was reported near Forest, according to Steve
Morehead, where an Pedigo,fire management ofestimated 1,000 acres ficer. The federal land
belonging to the Army Corps touches 42 counties in the
of Engineers have been scor- eastern half of the state.
One of those fires, coverched.
ing 75 acres in Whitley County, destroyed a mobile home,
Pedigo said. He said no one
was injured in the blaze.
"We're in an extreme fire
danger. The winds are. the
worst problem we have
now," Pedigo said. "We're
getting 25 mph winds. It's
hard putting men out there
Visit Our New Store
because it's risking their
Location - 215 Poplar
to have them in that
lives
_
11,1111111111111 212
Ii
- _
kind of situation."
death of a 21-year-old, mentally retarded black man,
who was found in a river clad
only in undershorts, is so
similar to some of the child
slayings in the Atlanta area
that the case has been turned
over to the special childdeaths task force, police say.

WATERBED

MIRE

Filing...
(Castlosed From Pa. )
B. Hale,James R. Hornbuckle, Roger
D. Hudson and L. W."Dub" Lyons.
In District 2, incumbent Gil Hopson
is opposed by Ralph Durwood Lovett.
Woodrowr Rickman and Louie B.
Valentine.
- Ralph Bogard and Paul W. Redden
are facing incumbent Billy Erwin for
magistrate of District 3.
The magisterial post of District 4,
now represented by Bazzell. is being
contested by Charles Coleman, T. L.
Eekerdt, Jim D. Irby, Dan Miller,
Jamie Potts and J. H. -Josh" Tabers
Sr.
In the race for Fifth District state
representative, incumbent Freed
Curd of Murray is being opposed by
Harvey Ellis of Murray. The Fifth
District covers Calloway County and
a portion of Trigg County.

WEEKE111)
DOUBLE•FEATURE
Choose From Two Great Meals...
••••
••••••

"Original"

Sizzlin'
Sirloin
95
Dinner3
•
Steak
AtiStuff e%ne
Dinner

ar%

Dinnersinclude:
All VouCanEatSALAD BAR,
Baked Potato or FrenchPries
& StockadeToast

_ at3
tizeti

:11

*

Big brawny king size.
Heater- safety liner. mattress - complete Ready to point, stain or
upholstery.

1.41-

Reg. $309

%

$249°°

*Super Single Size $199
••••••••••••••••••

Many of the first John Deere Lawn and Garden
Tractors built in 1963 are still running. Proves you
get what you pay for. Now, save on John Deere
quality products. Lawn tractors or lawn and garden
tractors are $10 per horsepower off. You save $80
to $200. Eight other popular products are reduced
$2 to $80- off suggested retail prices. Spend a little
less on a lot of quality during John Deere Downto-Earth Values days. All offers expire May 31.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Be! Air Shopping Ctr.
Murray, Ky.
OFFER GOODTHUR./FAUSAT/SLIN.

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

%
301050
SAVE
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,
BONDED SOLITAIRES!

Style - Queen Size.
Sharp. Brass trim.
Rich antique pine finish.
Heater, lap seam mattress, liner, fill'n drain
kit.
Reg. $449

*"SALEM" Bookcase
Style - King Size.
Storage headboard,
lap mattress, liner, deluxe heater, liner, fill
kit. Double sharp.

Reg. $300 to $2,000

WAVECREST

99t. $1295

"GENERATION III"

-

$14995

Special
Reg. $179.95

CENTER
753-8201

CHARGE IT!
UP TO 20 MONTHS
TO PAY!

Reg. $549 $49900
••••••••••••••••••

i

200E. Main

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHER'S DAY

•
•
•
•
•
•
••••
•
••••
•••

JOHN DEERE

RENTAL-'SALES

THIS MONTH ONLY
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 %

$39900

Fluid Stabilized Waveless
Gel Mattress.
'King or queen.

215 Poplar — Paris
642-4724

c
ti
v'
f

to

*"CAMPAIGNER"

For a limited time,
you can spend a Mk less

a

All menuitems 1/2 price for children under12
when accompanied by an adult.

*"TEXAS BASIC"
----•.•••••••••••••••••••••/

,

Pkw $1

Save Big Save Now
- Watch For The Marriage Of
The 110'....Ceming Soon To

,AYAwAy
NOW Fop
MOTHEP S DAY

'Keepsolco Excluded
APPLY NOW FOR OUR PEW GOLD CREDIT CARD
IT ALLOWS YOU UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY,
JUST COW 14 OR CALL 443.4696
AND WEU MM YOU AN APPUCAT1ON.
DOWNTOWN PADUCAH,227 fejOADWAY JEWELERS

_
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GROW SEMINAR — The Growth and Renewal of the Organizational
Woman (GROW) for managerial succeess seminar was held Wednesday in the University Center at Murray State Urtiversity. Roles for
women as wives, mothers and professional women were discussed
by Lanette Thurman, director of the personal enrichment center at
MSU, and Sandra Easton, assistant professor in the department of
business administration at Northern Kentucky University. Attending
the seminar from Calloway County were(top left photo,seated from
left) Bank of Murray employees Jeanette Fain, Jane Curd, Sonja
Speight, Anita Wisehart, Jo Beth England, Vicki Willoughby, (stan-

ding) Kim Kemp, Wilma Billington, Judy Fitts, Carolyn Alexande
r and
Martha Covey with Thurman. Fisher Price employees, with
Thurman
were (top right photo, from left) Hilda Oakley, Louise
Bradley and
Linda Foley. Other attending were (bottom left photo, seated
from
left) Carolyn Rehmus, Jean Fleming, Barbi Osbron, Carol
Yates,(standing) Donna Workman, Griselda Adams, Diane Withersp
oon, Anne
Bloom, Margaret Yuill, Rheanetta Coleman and Ruth Ann Buck.
(Bottom right photo, seated from left) Barbara Smotherman,
Joyce Underhill, Rita Ford, Sandra McKinney, Linda Seymore,(standin
g) Debbie Keller and Sandy Culver.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The special federal grand
jury sitting in Lexington is
looking into state purchases
.of tires from the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co., the
Kentucky Post reported
Wednesday.
The state Finance Department has been subpoenaed
to present all documents involving the Goodyear contracts to the grand jury on
April 29. Agents have
already taken the department's original bid files.on
two Goodyear contracts,
under which the state has

bought tires and tubes for its
vehicles since Sept. 1,1977.
The newspaper said that
investigators working with
the jury are trying to determine if Paducah auto dealer
W. Howard Woodall, a friend
of former Gov. Julian Carroll, or Carroll's son Kenneth
received
'improper
payments or commissions
under the contracts.
State officials and
representatives of Goodyear
said they did not know of any
role Woodall had involving
the contracts. However,
Goodyear officials said

Woodall was a Goodyear tire
dealer in Frankfort. Kenneth
Carroll formerly worked fur
Woodall.

Lectures Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
will present two lectures
Thursday at Georgetown
University at Washington.
Both talks will be followed
by question and answer sessions with the students.
Georgetown students from
Kentucky will receive a
special invitation to the

COMPUTERS
1st in Features,Performance,Price!
6TRS-130

From

By Adventist Church April 5-9

Stop Smoking Plan To Be Presented

The Seventh Day Adventist Church will present its 5Day Stop Smoking Plan
April 5-9. The program is
open to the public and will be
held in the Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Building, corner of 7th and Main. Starting
time is 7 p.m. nightly.
"April is Cancer Crusade
Month," said Dr. James
Frank, local chairman of the
American Cancer Society.
"We are happy to support
any program that helps people 'kick the habit.' We appreciate the Adventists 5Day Plan helping to initiate
our Cancer Crusade Month."
Irma La Follette, local
Kentucky Heart Association
chairman stated, "We are
glad to assist those conducting the 5-Day Plan by providing a couple of our films
for their program. We have
just completed our annual
February Heart Association
Drive and it is nice to aid
others in community service
work that is mutually productive."

Plan director_ Luther May.
"We're not looking for
religious converts in this
program. We just want to
help anyone who is trying to
quit smoking."
"This program is just part
of our local Community Service program which many
local citizens and business
help fund by contributing to
our annual fall fund-raising
campaign," May added.
The 5-Day Plan ranks high
among all nationwide programs to help people stop
smoking. Among the national average of "quiters"
on the 5-Day Plan,80 percent
stop within the first five
days, and polls indicate that

after one year 50peraent still
refuse to "light up," May
said.
This is the same international program developed by
Dr. Wayne McFarland M.D.
over 18 years ago. Millions
have heard of the success of
the 5-Day Plan which has •
recently been conducted
over network television stations in cities such as New
York, Miami,and Nashville.
"This program is especially tailored for those who
really want to quit, and those
who are being advised by
their doctor to stop smoking," said Eunice May, R.N.,
and program assistant. "It's
designed for those who have

limited time to-spend in such
a program."
"The program is open to
the public. We do ask a small
$3 registration fee to help
cover a small portion of the

cost brzhaferiali 'given to each participant," she added.
For further information
contact Mrs. Hilton Hughes,
R.N. at 753-3589.

.

COLOR COMPUTEI
Spectacular Color Graphics
and Exciting Sound
• Plug-In Program Paks for
Entertainment, Personal Use
• Write Your Own Programs And
Save Them on Cassettes
• Easy for Beginners to Use,
Expandable for Experts

Use your own color TV and cassette recorder or buy

RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-13.0 COMPUT.ERS .
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS. FROM $249 TO 110,000.
AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS.

GARDEN CENTER

Composition Of Pennies
To Change In 1982

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The penny offered for your
thoughts one day won't be
made of copper,according to
the Treasury Department.
Starting in 1982 and continuing for a long period, the
We're all working together department will start cointo help people," said 5-Day ing pennies containing 97.6

licensed For
Commercial & Residenticil

Call 436-2372
Pv1urrov K v

percent zinc and 2.4 percent
copper instead of the alloy of
95 percent copper and 5 percent zinc now used,
Treasurer Angela Marie
Buchanan told a House subcommittee on Tuesday.
The change, which does
not require legislation, will
save production costs and
keep speculators from
melting pennies for the copper. When copper costs $1.50
a pound, it pays to melt pennies, and the price touched $1.43 recently before settling
back to about 90 cents, she
said.
Zinc, which was used to
make the 1943 pennies
because of the'wartime copper shortage, has never cost
more than 42 cents a pound,
she said.

1.97
Assorted bedding plants in 6 pack tray. Flower
and vegetables.

Pine Bark
Mulch
3 cubic ft. bag of pine
bark mulch.

Bark Nuggets
Of course it is. You'll always find a few people in church who
haven't totally given themselves to God, but that's not a very
good reason to deny yourself a fellowship with God. Maybe you
could even help these hypocrites.
It isn't easy being a Christian in any society or denomination. Nothing worthwhile is ever easy. It takes faith, patience,
understanding,love and forgiveness to be a Christian.
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) is a good place to
start. We respect your freedom to interpret the Bible in your
own way. You could be a big help to us. You could probably
help us overcome some of our hypocritical ways.
Maybe we can help each other. Let's work on it together.

40 lb. bag covers 5,000 square ft. Available at
Murray store only.

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. Davfeft. Roos, Minister

THE SAVING PLACE

3 cubic ft. bag of pine
bark nuggets. Great
landscaping cover.

5.97
2Gallon Potted Plants
Colorado Blue Spruce, spreading and upright
yews.
1 Galion Asst'd. Evergreen Shrubs
2 97

April 2, MI
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lbe Nerthside indepeadent Clunk will
have e yard and bake
sale on Saturday April
4th at 9 a.m. Old
Highway 641 Vs safe
moth of Dexter.

1

37. Livestock-Supplies
28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts. For Rent
15. Articles For Sale 16. Home Furnishings 22. Musical
2. Notice Shetland pony for sale very
Bible Facts. Free Store.for For sale: Metal fence posts, Commodes, white A-grade, New and used Baldwin Three bedroom trailer for One bedroom furnished reasonable. Call 492-8974.
newly
chicken wire, and deer $43.99. Wallin Hardware, piano and organs, Lonardo rent, 3Y1 miles east off 94. apartment,
the needy. 759-4600.
HAIPPY
Piano Co., across from the For more information call redecorated, private en- 38. Pets-Supplies
Paris.
stand. Call 753-5677.
PostOffice, Paris, TN.
trance, near University. Call
.753-7506.
5. Lost and Found
Birthday
for safe: Sewing machine, 1242 Gold carpet and
AKC Great Dane puppies,
monthly
piano,
carpet,
Spinet
brown
tweed
Used
13x12
3
30. Business Rental. 753-7418 after 3 pm.
$35; 4' padded bar and
• good bloodline. 753-3749.
Melissa
One bedroom furnished
bat stools with bar glasseS. .with padding. Call_ 753- payment, $34.21. Leach's
LOST
Music Co. your Lowrey
apartment, air-conditioned, AKC Minature Dachshund
Must see to appreciate. 5962.
Adams
champion
Paris.tri.
dealer,
organ'
Call
brown
offer.
best
Large
en
121 North next to'Fair puppies,
or
$200
Maple coffee table and end
haired
smooth
'bloodlines,
grounds. Call 753-3.139.
lilla o
INarolsons
436-2908.
table; green and rust strip 24. Miscellaneous
Labradors Retreivand wire haired. $50 and
Two bedroom duplex in $60 each. Call 527-9700
For sale: Siig 7, blue, Prom Provincial arm chair; small Aluminum Martin houses,
*MP SP•e•
er with yellow
NEW CONCORD
only once. Call round table with cloth; 2 Lynn Grove Market, 435Worn
dress.
Northwood Subdivision. Kit- atter.
Reif
For
4 pm.
eyes. Loaf in Stella
brass lamps. Call 753-2765 4171
chen appliances furnished.
753-6577.
AUCTION BARN
753-4751
Area. Coll 759No pets. Deposit required. AK German Shepherd pupGalvanized clothes _ line after 5 pm.
Hwy. 121 L 444,
Deep well pump and stork
pies, 28 champion's, 5
Reward.
753-2965.
7
1718.
Used carpet for sale: Call trailer. Call 435-4463.
posts, 2"x84", holds
generations. Registered
New Concord, Ky.
on
building
Commercial
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin 759-1541
436-5353
For sale: Comet Snapper Olive Blvd., formerly Univer- Two bedroom duplex, cen- American Eskimo Spitz
Lost Man's gold chain Hardware, Paris.
Walnut top dinette set with mower, 8 hp, 26" cut, sity Bookstore. Call 753- tral heat and air, outlets for puppies. 502-554.2153.
THIS
SALE
NO
necklace. Reward! Trevor Minnows (med.) 3 dozen, chrome.legs, 4 black vinyl
washer and dryer, built-in Dog obedience classes for
manual start, good condi- 2967 atter 5 pm.
Mathis, 753-8284.
WEEK.
$1; Nightcrawlers, $1.19 swivel chairs to match, tion, $375. 753-8880.
and refrigerator. AKC competition or more
stove
Shop for rent, 4 miles south
dozen; Redworms, $1.19 $100; also a couch, $150.
preferred. No pets. obediant pet. Boarding Couples
6:Hill) Wanted
on
641. 492For sale: Lawn mower, 8 of Murray
box; 9 hook metal chain Call 759-1293 after 5 pin.
month. Call 753- covered runs. 436-2858.
per
$195
Babysitter in Lynn Grove .stingers, 496; 50 hook
horse, electric start, $275. 8287.
9741.
435-4557
area Call
Dachshund puppies,- black
hotlines, 110.00; 25 hook 17. Vacuum Cleaners Call 436-5454.
Will clean offices or
Building in DivMkind Shop
Two blocks from hospital on and tan, AKC, $65. Call 1-vacuum Lawn MOW _batteries. 12
Crappie
need
$5.50;
Queen
trothnes,
Clubs
Ball
Filter
Kirksey
Used
with
complete
ping Center,
houses. Coll 753South' 8th, attractive 2' 901-648-5697.
,
qualified umpires for sum- rigS. 31$1_19. last Y cleaner, full cash price, volt, 24 month guarantee,
heating, lighting and sir bedroom apartment, unfur9587.
Available
$99.50. Call 1-354-6521.
mer program. Call 489- Grocery, 753-87861.
conditioning.
Hardware,
Wallin
$21.99.
nished, adults only. No For sale: UKC registered
April I 1981. Coll 7532716 or 489-2666.
rire new, dri'aig AM-FM
Lease and deposit re-. black and tan pups. 753pets.
Sewing Machines Paris.
18.
3018
Need- babysitter in my stereo71-track, turn table,
Call 753-9208 after 1502.
quired.
Homelite;
for
bars
Megan
For sale: Hardin Discount home on Main Street for 2 and speakers. $125. Also a New sewing machirre full Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
pm.
4
Registered AKC Cocker
Rent
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8- cash price, $69.50, 20 year 16", $16.99; 20", $19.99' 32. Apts.for
Shoe Store at 3rd and year old boy. 753-5211.
puppies. Phone
Spaniel
apartHopfurnished
Martha
Vacant,
Call
guarantee.
track, turn table, and
Watkins Street. Hardin, KY,
Apartments for tent, near
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
753-1934.
University,
to
close
ment,
speakers, $50. Also a small per, 1-354-6521.
has in time for Easter a new 7. Storage Bldgs.
downtown Murray. 753$85 per month. 753-9138 41. Public-Sale
shipment of ladies spring Custom Built portable coffee table. $10. Call 753- 19. Farm Equipment Purple._ Martirt houses. 6 4109.
room,
12
or 753-5292.
$24.99;
room,
753-0984.
Call
8465.
all
shoes
buildings
and summer dress
Big yard sale,- 121 North
tractor, blade, $36.99; 18 room, $49.99; Apartments for rent. Call 33. Rooms for Rent
Ferguson
at ttle low price of $29.95. 9. Situation Wanted
on
ColBanks
T.H.
Mr.
nexito fair vounds.
753Shop,
Lock
Hale's
plow, disk, 11195. 1962. 2,4, room, $59.99. Wallin
Ladies leather Dingo
.___d_wat_ellid.j4uiray. KY is a
boys,
furnished,
for
0
4
Rooms
5980.
someone
sale, North 641, city
Garage
-for-Paris.
Waking
Hardware,
$3511759T:iitkup,
Dad&
-western-bootand- for men--winner of a free classified
kitchen facilities, central limits, new items added.
at
Jerry
call
"
:
!iwri.
your
mow
1801.
Mr,
Duane
s!
Congradulation
boots.
Durango western
PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
ad...call 753-1916 today!
air and heat, available for
and Saturday, 9-5.
Priced at $31.95. We also 753-2220 Or 767-2244. ExAllis Chalmers 12 houseplants, fruit trees and Adams of Rt.2, Murray, KY summer and fall semester. Friday
For
sale:
chains,
saw
chain
drawn
been
has
name
your
rain or shine,
have Leather Pony athletic perienced and dependable. Oregan
Open 8:30-2:00,
corn, soy bean
One block from campus, Garage sale,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar, combine, header, and 4- shrubs.
References available.
shoes.
5-7 PM evenings, as one of our Classified Ad 1626 Hamilton. Phone 753- at Cherry Corner, just past
mornings,
13'
special,
_ $7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
Baptist Church, Friday and
row corn header. Massey Monday through Friday. 8-5 winners!
Will . break and disc Wallin Hardware, Paris.
8572 or 436-5479.
Saturday, 7 until ?. Lots, of
Ferguson 1085 tractor with Saturday. Sunny Acres For rent: 2 bedroom
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
Oak dresser with mirror and chisel plow, breaking plow Nursery, 901 Johnny townhouse apartment, 34. Houses For Rent baby and children's
BILL'S FISH
753-0144.
All Robertson road, 753-3619 carpet, range, refrigerator, Available now, house in clothes, and many more
a new Gazebo motorcycle
Would like job houstclean- cover, never been used. and spray equipment.
MARKET
in
exceaed,
equipment
°Atateek-'-`741111 :-and MilrOY
iry, have good references.
condition.Call-527-704C- 7I8-South Itth, 753-7400.
washer-dryer hookup, cen- refrigerator, $175, $100 Garage sale: Saturday 8-5,
/134381
8075,1*
tral heat and air. Call 753- deposit. No pets. 753-3942. 1103 Circarama. Clothes,
Plants _ for sale: tame For sate: 806 diesel Interna- 26. TV-Radio
11. Instructions
7559 or 753-7550.
blackberry, black *raspberry, tional tractor and 6 pieces
Two bedroom house; 1 table and 4 chairs, lawn
payment
Guitar lessons in my home. mums, and red honeysuckle of farm equipment, in good Assume monthly
Restoration and copy
one
bedroom apartment; 2 furniture, garden tools,
apartments,
Furnished
on a new Magnavox t.v.,
work. West Kentucky's
Have references. 753-3686 hedge. Ca11.753-4684.
condition. Call after 6 pm, paying only $7.96 down. Of two bedrooms. Also bedroom duplex. Call 753- rotiller, lawn mower,fledge
finest.
from 9AM to 3:30PM, Snapper mower blades: 1-388-7165.
chimers, chain saw, etc.
Leach's Music & T.Y., in the sleeping rooms. Zimmer- 2967 after 5 pm.
Monday-Friday.
South
Carter Studio
Apartments,
shopping- man
26", 28", 30" or 33", Garden plows with wood Jim-Adams
Three bedroom house, gas Garage sale, Friday and
• 16th, 753-6609.
753 8298
304 Main
heat, air-conditioning, Saturday, Camelot Drive.
Piano and organ lessons, $5.99 each. Wallin Hard- handles, double pointed center, Paris, TN.,
ware,
Paris.
5and
mouldboard,
shovel,
2
washer-dryer Lots of infant items and intrained
duplex,
carpeted,
music conservatory
27.Mobile Home Sales For rent: Large
bedrooms, %located in hookup, $200 plus deposit. fant through size . 4
and experienced teacher. 10" Tilting !Arbor saw split- prong cultivator, $29.99.
1974 Atlantic, 12x60, 2 private* area. Appliances 753-2835.
Morruy's Newest
clothing; roll-a-way bed,
Beginning and advanced. ter, guard, rip fence exten- Wallin Hardware, Paris.
complete setup, furnished._ Deposit and
Exciusivo Subdivision
bedroom,
sleeping
753-7575.
stand,
guage
mitre
sions,
Garden seeder, plants 21 - excellent condition. Phone
Three bedroom, 2 bath, more. ,bets, aftIn&
Wooden% Edisto*
lease. Call 753-3343.
topper,
Truck
motor.
hp
Po
seeds,
vegetable
different
den, living room, kitchen
345-2411.
Paved street}, curbs14. Wint To Buy
wheelbase, $39.99. Wallin Hardware,
long
glass,
fibre
all
duplex,
dining
combination, fenced 'Yard sale at 1804 College
bedroom
2
New
and gutters, city
For sale: 1972 house trailer, kitchen appliances, outside backyard with tall hedge for Farm Road, Saturday, April,
Want to buy: Used card custom, made. 753-0091.
Paris.
R-I
sewer,
water and
table. Call 474-9729 or Typewriters for sale: IBM 15' Gooseneck trailer with 12x52, needs some work, storage,
references, privacy, concrete patio and 4th, 9 AM til dark.
restrictions. Located
$1500.-60.753-7975. •
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Excellent
deposit No pets. 753-0814. grill.
Royal
D;
Model
Executive
for
3
sale.
Phone
axles
489on Johnny Robertsonon quiet
10x47,
home,
neighborhood,
Mobile
1958
AUCTION
SelecIBM
Call
Selextrix;
5000
2740.
Want to buy junk cars.
New 2 and 3 bedroom street near M.S.U. One year
Road. Financing
good for storage, $500. Call
trix Corrector. Lile Real
474-8838._
University.
Friday, Apr1 24
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive, 753-0839 between 7am- duplex near
available.
lease required, -$400 per
Aurora. 474-2717.
Fireplace. e,all 753-5791.
1:30 p.m.
Would like to purchase. Estate,
Briggs & Stratton engines. 5pm.
Creekwood
month. Available June 1,
with
aquariums
fish
Three
Shirley
-Cadiz
and
doll
Wallin
Lee
Hardware,
Jerry
$239.99.
one
Near University,
1981. Call 753-5805 after
Developers Inc.
12x58 Schevilli, 2
pumps, and lights. Paris:filters,
489-2434.
Call
doll.
Temple
Restaurant
apartfurnished
bedroom
PM.
5:30
753-4091
bedroom, mostly furnished.
Call 474-2708.
Location: Hwy. 61 •
Tient, central heat and air,
15. Articles For Sale
Wheelbarrows. $19.99; $3800. Call 753-8417.
-Su lies
ow utilties, $120 per mon- 37. Livestock
East
in Cadiz, Kens
Furnishing
and
$42.99;
69.99.
$29.99;
Home
16.
3. Card of Thanks
18' Canoe: 10-speed bicyFor sale: 8 year old
28. Mob. Home Rents th. 753-7114.
tidy.
Owlet: Mlle
Paris,
Wallin
Hardware,
We would like to thank cle 40.000 BTU hanging Couch for sale, brown and
Palomino horse, 5 gaited,
for
trailer
C.
rent.
See
Fort.
12x60
Aectieneers furnished
bedroom
One
everyone for their prayers, natural gas heater; Ken- beige with herculon finish. White, 4-row, no till Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
gentle, saddle and bridle.
from
block
N.J.
Kurtz
Williams.
one
apartment,
and
washer
Frigidare
more
water
gallon
753-2297.
500
pm,
planter;
4
after
Call
visits, calls, cards, and
Court, located Murray Drive- M.S.U., -couples only, no Call 753-2615.
KURTZ
flowers during my stay in dryer. Will sell cheap! Call 30" Electric range; 20 barrel; 110 gallon stainless In entrance.
pets: gas heat and water REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
:4235 after
the hospital due to my acci- 753-1651 days and after 5 gallon aquarium complete; steel barrel. 435
AUCTION AND
Available April your good mares for 1981
furnished.
pm, 753-2477.
Two bedroom trailer, comdent.
REALTY CO.
end- table; 2 kitchen chairs. 5:30.
Three
season.
breeding
pletety furnished, very nice, 1st. $150. Call 753-1203.
We would also like to 1969 Chevrolet pickup, 289 Call 753-0702.
Antietam. Aid Ikessed
stallions.
753-6126.
$150 per month: Call 753- Two bedroom furnished
thank Dr. Lowry, Or. Bill motor, excellent condition; For sale: chrome dinette.
Form Equip.
It'd Wats tease
apartment, very close to Two horse 1-bred trailer.
8964 after 5 pm,
Hart, and the 3rd floor camper topper, excellent table, formica top, fow1415
and
113 N. Mak St.,
1000
Ramp, walk-through door, nurses for their special care condition; 2 girls bicycles wooden chairs, $60; metal
Two bedroom furnished, University. 753-9211.
Marisa, Ky. Mese:
NH-3 Nurse
gallon
ex-'
tires,
and attention.
1-24", 1-26". -Call 15-3- glider, two matching chairs,
Two bedroom duplex, ap- new floor, new
$90
furnished,
water
Day
965.2220. MO,
tanks, with or
6481 after 5:30 call 753- $80. All in good condition.
month plus deposit, pliances furnished, _ cellent condition. 753545-355t
Ralph Bogard & Family
without wagon and
8306
Call 436-5518.
Highway - 121 South. Call available April 1st. Phone 8654.
tires.
753-9400.
753-5405.
flotation
Now Taking Applications
9
to
5
bars
Tool
THERE WERETWO 01115 IM SORRY.. MR.BROWN IS
LEFT YOU WITH A
For
..IF YOU'l) CARE TO
row and 15 to 21
FIFTY RUN LEAP!MOW IM THE NINTH INNING! NOT INYOUR
HE'LL
NUMBER,
LEAVE
foot widths. A
COULD YOU SLOW A fxraIN YOURSELF,
TRY TO GET BACK To LZU
FIFTY RUN LEAP?
CRUCK!WHATIAAPPENOP SOMETIME-NEXT YEAR
complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves sal NH-3
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
accessories, JamI, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bejroom
es L. Kellett Co.,
Mo.
Sikeston
AT
PRIZE
handicapped units.
FIRST
THIS PUPPY WON
---AND N OW
THE DOG SHOW TODAY- 63801. Call 1FOR THE
Apply Iston.-Fel. 11 cm.to 1 p.m.
BRIGHT SIDE OF
314-471-0988.

2. Notice

2, Notice

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Listed here is a ready reference
pat will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
tor I
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Cara of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. BUS OPPOrtirnItl
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To'Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
.
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
U. Mob,ticurieRents__
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36, tor Rent Or Lege
37. livestock-Suppties
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Prpstuct
41.'Eublu-•
42. Home Loans
43, Real Estate
44..Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Serv.ces
19. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54: For. Trade'
55. Feed And Seed'
57. Wanted

BIBLE CALL
New Testament • It's
Creeds - 739-4444.
Bible Story • 7594445.
Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have tems you don't want?
Call New Concord- Auction
Barn We will pickup, sell.
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353
Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
753-5699.

•

•

I

ATTENTION

2

THE NEWS
BL A
B LA
BLA

I N TI-IAT CASE, \
PUT ME DOWN FOR
TWO FRIED EGGS
AND WAKE MEIN
AN HOUR

riviOrLf

20. Sports Equipment
Hang glider, flex wing, complete, $150. Call flan "at 1!
901-247-5163, Puryear.
Retnington 243, scope and
case. $190. Kenmore.
range, $125, washer and
dryer, $300. Call 753-6910
after 4:30.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
22. Musical
SAVE
Save IS of new price
ON this repossessed
piano. less thee 1
em- old. Take up
payments.
753-7575

CH/EF LLIONTO,
THESE ARE THE
PEARLS OF OBAkt,*t
THEY ARE THE

Thiieves.

YOU BROUGHT CRIME
TO THE JUNGLE
PATHS WHEN
NONE WAS
KNOWN.

JACAL ,I SENTENCE
To TEN YEARS HARD LABOR
wiTH THE °BANG' FROM
WHOM YOU
STOLE.

yeec*ldy.
the ergot? Sat have
no errs? We'll furnish the wpm in ye
bane at an charge yea
Pay a* for the
lemons.
CLATTONS
753-7575

The Western Kentucky Used Ca
Dealers Association is having a general
assembly meeting and breakfast Saturday Morning April 4, 1981 at Big
Joe's restaurant beginning at 9:00
..m.
We strongly urge all members and
.nyone interested in becoming a memper to atiend this meeting.
he Association wishes to invite any
person running for a public office to
come and meet with mu members.

WE COIflROL
TERMITES
Also beaselield, lawn, Where
awl'Woken!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prasssionnl Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control,Inc.
Terngtes. You Spend thousands of dollars for o
home but never think (shout termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing OPPortumtY

We're banking on you. America. with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands
Inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
'
MINIMUM: $150.000

Call Tbll Free
1-800-228-2702
00)

(In Nebraska call 402/334-51

American Midlands, Inc.
2945S. 132nd St.•Omaha. NE 68144
Member NAFCO

With offices In Los Angeles. Dallas.
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville
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41. Public Sale
12 Party yard sale, Saturday, April 40,8 AM until 3.
700 Earl Court. Antique:
dolls, quilt tops. stoneware,
glassware, bottles,.and 'tars.
Furniture, children and
adult clothes. Toys, bicycle.
In case of rain sale held
April 11th.
Two party yard sale at 204
South 9th St., Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, 8-5.
Baby items, men's,
women's and children's
clothing, refrigerator, airconditioner, camper top,
boys bicycle, and
miscellaneous items.
Yard sale at Almo Heights,
Friday, Saturday 8-5 and
Sunday 1-5, April 3rd, 4th,
and Sib. Items include
Slatburst pottery, baby
items, car radio, white
uniforms size 6 and 7, new
craft-items. Yard sale, Friday and Saturday, 8-4, 1611 Loch Lomond; off 16th Street.
Lawn mower, small and
large appliances, old tools,
dishes, clothes, furniture,
and toys.
Yard sate! Some furniture,
clothes, odds and ends.
503 Vine St.
Yard sale, 900 Poplar
Street, Saturday, April 4th,
8 AM to 4:30 PM. Lots of
good clean clothes,
miscellaneous items, quart
and jelly jars. Everything
priced cheap!

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Insurance &
Real Estate
Sewthside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
7534451
Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the illusin -of a private
"estate" within the city
limits. From the entry hall,
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
'to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact kitchen
with storage in every corner. On the second floor,
you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
it's own fireplace. This
home has' the charm of
yesterday, the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Realtors
We will build you a home
on your property; financing
available; for more information call collect, 502-4742337.
Very neat two bedroom
home in town on quiet
street, gas heat, and fully.
carpeted. 521,500.

Get It Straight
From The...

Horse's
Mouth
Antique
Mall And
Mark-et
Antiques, Primitives, Collectibles,
Gifts, Ceramics,
and Artifacts
Flea Market Every
irst Saturday.
$1.00 Per Day for
Car or Truck
(Table Room)
Antique Mall
Open 6
Days A

Week
hazel
- Kentucky
Dealers Welcome

Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
have it! A 11
/
2 tract with 3
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture. - - Art- -additional
felfuli is assumable VA
loan with small equity and
low interest rate. let us
show you a great invest._
ment. You'll be glad you
did. Priced in the $40'5. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors, 7531492.
Business for sale
good
grossin
business. Owners out
side interest is reaso
for selling. Ladies Ap
paral, good location.

ShroatWaldrop
Real Estate
1

43. Real Estate

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

15 Foot Crosby bass boat General home repair. SUNBIRD AIRLINES. Daily
with trailer, 50- hp Mercury Carpentry, concrete work, commuter flights between
motor. May be seen at plumbing, roofing, siding. Murray and Nashville. Call
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
• window and door in- 489-2199.
-MARINE'SERVICE. EVinri4e stallation. Free, estimates:. Will -haul driveway white
- Johnson - Mercury, OMC No job too salad. Colson rock and Ag lime, also have
Sterndrive and Mercruiser. Construction,- 474-2359 or any type of brown or white
ANOTHER NEW
Murray ,Spiirt & Marine. 474-2276.
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
LISTING
718 Swill 4th, 753-7400.
Licensed electrician and work. Call Roger Hudson.
Attractive
3
- 14' Ranger, 70 hp Evinrude gas iostallation, heating in- 753-4545 or 753-6763.
bedroom, 2 bath'
with power trim, live well,.. stallation and reiliNig Call Warning! Don't read this
home pproximately
rod storage, trolling motor, 753-7203
unless you're in need of
one year old. Located
canvas cover, drive-on MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING roofing, carpentry, or elecin small subdivision
trailer, $1850. 345-2696:,
Commercial and residen- trical work New or repair
halfway between
tial. Also patching. sealing, All guaranteed Call Joe,
164
ft.
Searay
boat,
100
Murray
STROUT REALTY
and
"It's time we Democrats learn the
hp Mercury motor- and and striping. For estimates 753-9226 for free estimate
Joe L. Kennon Broker
Mayfield. Offered in
Republican
money
the
lesson
get
Pamco
trailer. Call 474- call 753-1537.
1191Z
Coldwater
Rd.
the mid $40's with
Anytimel
7534186
er e 1116-*
2708.
Mills carpet installation,
first, then look for the votes."
assumable loan.
South
4th
reasonable
Street
rates,
Want to buy' 50-70 hp outPhone 753-1222, KopTHE PRICE WILL NEVER BE U.Lots For Sale
47. Motorcycles
Murray
guaranteed
labor
for
one
motor,
board
in
condigood
perild Realty for
LOWER for late front proComplete
Auto
1979 Yamaha 100 YZ, like tion. - Calf evenings. 753- year. No vinyl -ptease.--Catt
Real SerVice in Real
perty. Owner will finance -Buy now - build tater! new. 753-3672.
Repair. Free Lobe with
Gene
Mills,
753-0901.
.7721.
Beautiful wooded one acre
Estate!
Oil end filter change.
4„uta APARTMENT 28 acre tract atlust • 11%. building lot, 4 miles north 49. Used Cars
Need work on your trees?
Build your own private
53.
Services
Offered
7534896.
BUILDING
Topping, pruning, shaping,
retreat in this beautiful of Murray. Owner's financALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING complete removal and
Good rate of return
do lawn mower, garden
lake setting or take advan- ing may be available. Call
74 Dodge Colt, good
or vinyl siding and trim. more. Call ROVER'S TREE
on this 2 story, 4 unit
tiller, and chain saw repair.
tage of an excellent invest- 753-0091.
condition, excp.
Aluminum
trim
for
brick
rental property.
SERVICE for professional Quality work, pickup and
ment. Priced to sell quickclean, good gas
houses. - Jack Glover, 753- tree care, 753-8536
Priced in the $50's.
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann 46. Homes For Sale
delivery available. Call 753mileage. $1750 for
1873.
Assumable loan and
Realty Associates, • 753- By owner: 3 bedroom brick,
4162
or 753-9952 anytime.
767-4441.
Quick Sale!
ROOFING
Aluminum Service Co..
owner financing
7724.
1 large bath, fully carpeted,
Window
cleaning, fast serImilt-Ilp & Slargles
aluminum and vinyl siding,
available,
ideal location. Owner leavItelermices. A
vice,
satisfaction
work
trim
work.
reasonable terms.
Just what you've
ing town. Phone 753-2378 1969 Chrysler Newport custom
g 00000 t••11.
Fr••
guaranteed. Free estimate.
References.
Call
Will
Ed
Phone 753-1222, Kop- „always warder'
Custom, A-rfoor Sedan.,
ostiesso4os.
after 5 om
Call 753-7140. •
• rud Realtv.
Coll 759-1559 Sr
power steering and brakes. Bailey, 753-0689.
How about a new
For sale: 3 bedroom brick, air-conditioned. $450. Call
imm
a
i
r
malumr, YATES ROOFING. Shingle
brick veneer, 3
Asphalt driveways and parklarge kitchen-family room 527-9700.
Mr. Ronnie Carroll of 1619
ing lots sealed by Sears. For Sharpen hand saws and roofs, new or re-roofing; old
bedroom, 2 bath
with lots of cabinets. Call
roof removed, replaced, or
Catalina Drive, Murray, KY
free
estimates call 753- skill saws. Call 753-4656.
home with central
753-5791 or 753-2649.
repaired; hot asphalt built-'you are a winner!! Call 753-. -heat and air, and
2310. -73 Buick Sighowit, one
Small painting jobs, miner up roofs; Metal Tools
New four bedroom house,
.1916 today for a free
loaded with lots of
owner,
38,000
Exmi.
-carpentry
repair. Call 489- painted. roof coatings; and
extra
nice,
will
classified ad!
consider
any
extras, and located
cellent condition. 28 to 30
roll roofing. All types roof
home
and
car
Expert
2343.
reasonable offer. ALSO 2
on 51
/
2 acres of land
$6000 down and you can
mph $3500. 753-1583.
repair. References furnishstereo repair.
bedroom
house,
freshly
Wet basement? We make ed. 18 years experience, all
have your own mechanic
with just enough
WORLD OF SOUND
painted inside and out, new
wet basements dry, work work guaranteed. Call "The
shop..
finance
large shade trees and
carpet, garden space, and
222 S. 12th St.
completely guarenteed. CaIJ Professionals", 753-4596- rftfiliPltrnfrirrtirrat- • just enough open
fenced yard. Call 753-3903. For sale: 19713 Buick, 4.
7S3-51165
or write Morgan Con- or 901-642:0158 collect.
Spann Really'lc; more..inland for a good
door, V6, $2500. 1273 Imstruction
Co., Route 2, Box
Motorcycles
for mation , 753-7724.
47.
•
garden or whatever,
pala, Z-door, V8,
Improvement
Home
Bob's
409A
Paducah
KY 42001 56. Free Column
and what if it is only
For sale: 1980 model 753-9872.
Service. Remodeling, pain- or call day or night, 1-442- Two female cats, one long
a short distance from
Kawasaki KZ-550, _20110 1978 Ford LTD station- ting, cement work, general 7026.
haired, one short haired,
town? And what if it
miles. Call 753-0928.
wagon. Phone 753
home maintenenace and in;6322.
free -to good home. Call
sell
priced
to
. is
Bring your children in
after 3 pm, 753-0747
For sale: 1177 Yamaha IT- For sale: 1975 Vega,. good spections. Free estimates.
for our Tiny Tot specials
'-quick? It is ALL of
753-4501.
175
motorcycle,
condition,
800
actual
4-Spee
d
April
during
57.
Wanted
these and we have
miles. Phone 753-3861 transmission, 31 mpg Concrete and dlock, brick
BOYD-MAJORS
it!!
Studio
Carter
1973 Midas camper, 18'
,before 5 pm.
Basements,
highway, $750 or best of- -work.
REAL ESTATE
self-contained $2500 Call
753 8298
304 Mom
fer..
Call
driveways.
436-2593
store
evencellars,
1980 Honda CX500
753-8011IL
75 Acre farm 7 miles
porches. 20 years exCustom,
5200 miles, ings.
Murray.
Ap-SE
.
of
1
-Professional Services
perrence. 751-5416.
several
extras.
Excellent
1969
MGC
GT.
6
cylinder.
proximately 40 ac.
With The Friendly Touch"
$1500 or best offer. 435- Carpenter Service. New
tendable land, 30 ac. condition. Call 753-8078.
ROLLING ACRES
homes, remodeling,
timber. Has 3 1969 Honda GL-1000, very 4374.
good
in
SUB-DIV.
cabinets.
deiks, anything
bedrooms, bath, full good condition. Call 753- 1979 MGB, 10000 miles,
Nice 2 bedroo
with wood, quality work.
owner,
fireplace,
8856.
one
basement,
I
garaged
since
mobile home, so
several
out 1979 Hustler, 3-wheeler. new. Excellent. $6950. Phone 753-0565.
furniture, almos
Mowing, Pruning, Spraying. We offer
7513-1087.
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
buildings,
good
pond,
Call 753-3648 after 6 pm.
new air conditionin
for your furniture needs.
tobacco
well,
prompt
and
service, free estimates. Wide
unit, new plumbing,
Mini bike, $75. Call 753Choose from thousands of
Delta
1979
Olds
Murray
barn.
Call
variety
of
trees, shrubs, ground covers
new porch and
3629.
durable scotchguard cloths
Calloway County
88, Royal Coupe.
and
fruit
und'erpenning.
trees
naughyde
and
vinyl.
Behind
Realty for more in- SAVE!! Discount parts and
Power and air.
Located near East
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.
accessories. Motorcycle
formation.
One owner, local.
Ele. School on 1/2
Parts & Service, 307 N 4th.
Spencer's portable
Dale
$5,350.00.
Ralph Wright Rd
acre lot. Only $9,900.
436-2333
759-1919 or -353-8292.
blasting
sand
and painting. Off 280E.
CLEAN-UP
PURDOM
Open afternoons 4pm-6pm,
753-6626
Call
753-5198.
or
Murray-Calloway
SHOP
Sat. 9am-3pm.
OLDSMOBILE
FLOOR SANDING. Staining
County Realty
4 stall, block and
Wanted:
DT80,
MX80
PONTIAC
and finishing. Call 354(502)753414
4
brick, clean up shop.
Yamaha, or small Honda
CADILLAC
6121. •
304 N. 1211s SI.
Like new air comM/C. 753-7388 after 4 pm.
753-5315
Murray,
42071
Ky.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
pressor. Located on
Fence sales at Sears now.
1976 Yamaha DT-175B dirtimam Grim- 434.2430
Hwy. 641 S. at MidCall
for
Sears.
753-2310
Specializing in Senior Citizens
prosOce Iwo_ 753-5725
street. Good condition. Only 50. Used Trucks
free estimate for your
way. Offered at a
lavis• ealux - 753.2409
2,800 miles. $475. Call
Wiferd - 753-3043
Open Hours
bargain price for
1965 Chevrolet pickup. needs.
Tom Sheesuler, Amellowees
after
6,
767-4455.
quick sale. Call to753.1324
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
753-3454.
WEST
ley A. leimes.11reker
day!!
1978 Yamaha XS-400 street
KENTUCKY
n,
miz1976
8-12 753-3685
bike, black and gold, exASPHALT
cellent condition, 6,000 ed,
For
Appointment
• ots For Sale
Coating and
:354-6217.
$29
Beautiful sloping corner lot miles with lots of extras.
For sale or will trade 1970
752 8163
CANTERBURY, 3 bedroom, with trees, good location, Call 436-5347.
2 bath home designed for Kingswood Subdivision. 1975 Yamaha DO.HC 500, Chevrolet step van, $2000.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
large family. Enjoy spacious $4000. 753-2329 after 3 excellent condition, 7000 Call 436-2908.
continous
gutters installed
great room with fireplace, pm.
For
Ford
sale:
truck,
pickup
miles. 498-8528.
large kitchen-dining area, 2
1971, real nice. Call 753- per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
car garage, and fenced
1348.
estimate.
AUCTION SALE
back yard in this nearly new
home. Let us show you toSaturday, April4th at 10:00a.m. - Location 1971 Ford pickup, low Heating, refrigeration, and
miles, new tires, 2 ton,
day. Call Spann Realty
- Hwy.54(about 751 miles West ofParis)
green,
extra, extra nice, electrical repair. Bob's
Associates, 753-7724.
1976-9600 Diesel Ford tractor with duels; original truck. Call 753- Refrigeration Service,
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
Diesel Ford Combine with two heads, No. 0778 after 5 pm.
•
7829.Bobby Lockhart.
642 5-16" Rat Bottom Plow, 14 ft. Wheel
19TI 071/11PRIM&
1C
Disc, 14' Cultomulcher, 4-row Cultivator
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight K & K Stump Removal. Do
(both 3 years old),4-row Planter, Arts Way
shift, topper, AM-FM you need stumps removed
Feed Grinder, 50 ft. Grain Auger, 1968 cassette -stereo, good gas from your. yard ,or land
Ford truck with grain bed and hoist now
mileage. $3300. Phone cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
mileage), 10 ft. Dozer blade, Stainless 901-247-5439.
the ground, leaving
below
GOOD INVESTSteel Spray Rig. Lots of small
1973 International truck only sawdust and chips.
MENT
Four new steel belted tires,
miscellaneous items not listed.
van, 22', 106 model, good Call for free estimate, Bob
Three bedroom brick
Hardin Powers,Owner
condition, price $2995.95. Kemp .435-4343 or Bob
new convertible top, AM-FM
within walking
Phone 642-5098
Call (901)642-7190 ask for Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
distance of the
cassette stereo. Blue with
extension 45 or 37.
Shorty McBride No.247 Auctioneer
University.
This
IhnrslieWWWWWAIN
You are a winner, if your
silver stripe. Excellent conhouse could be good
Will wow yards, clean yername is Mr. Leo Zinkovich
investment property
di, trim shrubs and haul
dition. $4250. Call 1-247of Rt.1, Almo, KY. Call 753as a rental, or would
away cuttings. Call 753.
your
for
today
1916
free
1851 from 9-5 or 1-247-4483.
4947 otter 5:30 p.n..
be ideal for a young
QJ
classified ad!
couple's first home.
erneNNAPWAFIsaillYis
51. Campers
Price just lowered
63000 to 632,000.
Congradulatiori's to Mr
Phone 753-1222, KopDavid York of Rt.l. Dexter!
perud Realty.
He- is a winner of a free
Auction sole Saturday, April 4th at 10 a.m. at the late Mr. and Mrs.
classified ad!
THE OLD
Nobie Adams homeplace near Crossland, Ky. from Hazel, Ky. off 641
COUNTRY
1979 20' Jayco, fully conSouth to Crossland. Follow auction signs. This sale will have many collecSTORE
tained, in new condition.
tor
items, some antiques, and good useable furniture.
Lots of good property
Call 527-3959 after 6 pm.
One
like new tweed hide-abed couch, nice hi-bock chair, one wing bock
and lots of good
Tomatoes, pepper, elm pion,
School bus camper, nice, Achair,
platform
rocker, coffee and end tables, lamps, G.E. FM-AM radio,
memories go with
gangliest, broccoli, limn'sprouts, lettuce,
1 condition. Also 1977
clock radio, wrought iron breakfast set, cook stove, electric mixer, 4 or 5
this unusual listing.
onion sots, seed poets's, bedding plant*,
.Chevrolet.van, extra clean.
iron skillets, iron muffin pans, son* old gloss ond china, odd dishes, elecTurn of the century
Dogwoods, shod. tress, holt from, pep
Call 436-2427.
tric fan, wool rug.
General Store with.
lei winos, roses, flowering shrubs, limbs,
Antiques: nice large post poster bedroom suit, plate glass mirror, one
all the old display
CAMPER
.itvergreens, heasepinnts, kaagisig kadosts,
lot of old quilts, Small oak table, oak chair for desk, fancy wood bock
cases and many old
frican violets, and cactus.
SPECIAL
scratcher, kerosene lamps, good old organ cabinet, nickel match box,
furnishings included •
Nears II-6, 7 days•week.
1971
VW Camper. Ice
in sale. Located in
good ice tongs, oak dresser, wash kettle and tribet, 5-gal. glass bottle,
001-7112-340‘
box, bunks, cabinets.
old Almo, property
block smith tools, horse shoeing tools, wood and iron pulley's, homes,
Like new!
includes a full city
hand saw, electric int:dors, milk cons, yard set, swing, barb wire, 250
HATCHER
block. Ideal for
gal. gas tank on skid's with pump, 2-14" Ford brooking plows, 5' pickup
restaurant or any
AUTO SALES
disc, hand and garden tools. Many other items not listed. Sale will be held
Wowed 4th eau Ilse of Neal
type retail business
rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Eats and drinks available.
14. two were or Sim IS.. W.
515 S. 1216St.
including its present
NNW. go 5 V, oleo. twill SS4
Sole Conducted By
use as a General
2. Boats and Motors
Dan
Miller's
Auction Service
Store, $38,500. Phone
For sale 6 hp Johnson
Licensed
and
Bonded
In
Kentucky
and
Tennessee No.flu._
Kopperuct. Realty,
motor See at Huck's Body
Den
Misr
Aestioaoor
753-1322 for all the
4
Shop
East Main at
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
details.
Railroad
No.34
Good garden area, large f
back yard with apple, pear
trees, grapes on level 1048250
,sdat. Barbecue pit with stone
Largaidadateeasisifront
yard. Rambler styles home et
brick and stone construction offeces cousitry
kitchen with
many cabinets, range and
refrigerator. Living room 12:20,
carpeting throughout, electric
heat, city ate, insulatin, cabl
TV. Located close to university
and stores; 100 ft. an Paved
road
with school- bus -by.- home includes an attached carport. Fine
residential area. Reduced to
132,000. Easy drive to lake
recreation.

UMW filleIkee Smats Inc

1

Will

1011

Commercial & Residential
Landscaping
Lawn Maintenance

T&D Landscaping

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

I I

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 4th,-10:00 A.M. at the L.D. Workman home, 813 She Wa Court, Murray, KY. Between North 18th and 19th St. off of College Farm
Road.
Will sell a large house of extra nice, almost ne
furniture ond appliances. Frost-free refrigerator,
washer and dryer, color t.v., living room suite, odd
chairs, dinette set, fancy cherry poster bedroom
suite, Basset bedroom suite, antique oak rocker,
center and drum tables, Jots of small items, 1 /
1
2
ricks of firewood, push lawn mower, new car tires,
.nd lots more.
For information call

OTTO CIIESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE
435-4111, Lynn Grove, KY.
My Service Pays For "You"!

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 4 at 10 a.m., Rain or Shine at
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Wilson home in Hazel,
Ky. In Hazel, turn East on Hwy 893 in front of
Gallimore's Fruit Market, go approx. 3 blocks to
sign, tarn left, go approx. 2 blocks. Mr. Ivan was
an art professor at Western University at Bowling
Green, KY, for many years. Part of his paintings
will be offered.
WIN Sell: Whirlpool No Frost Refrigerator, elec.
range, GE washer 8. dryer, livhtgroom salts, elec.
fans, deep freeze, metal desk, 6 artist's shipping
crates, encyclopedias& yearbooks.
ANTIQUES: Corded poster bed, corner cupboard,
swear chest, dropleaf dining table, dresser yr/carved palls, rocker - all walnut L nice. 5 pc. oak
stack bookcase, gloss door bookcase, walnut
cherry imp tables, Hobert N. Cable Piano, oak
drop front secretary desk, kerosene & GWTIN lamps, Seth Thomas mantle clock, egg baskets, violin,
ukulele, quilts, trunks, picture frerngs, 1Vostern
yearbooks 1940-69, old beaks on every sublect,
copper tea pots & kettles, crock Ian & lugs, Fiesta
were, compotes, berry dishes, & other glassware,
cookware L misc.
Lunch available, not responsble for accidents.
AUCTIONEERS

Bob W.(Frosty) Maier 492-8594
Terry Shoemaker 753-9324

M X 1r1E 10ICI

Si 011nq

11 s

1977 MGB

40
,

ESTATE AUCTION

Spiing Planting Time
Azaleas $1.75
Fruit Trees $4.99

Nutchens
Plant Farm

pI

1
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Psychic DayId Hoy Dies
At Paducah Hospital
PADUC-AH, Ky. (AP)—
David Hoy, an Evansville
native' whose psychic
abilities earned him
worldwide recognition: died
early today at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah. HE
'
A nightclub entertainer,
lecturer and syndicated columnist, Hoy laid claim to-extrasensory perceptions that

David Hoy
him
locate
helped
everything from lost rings to
runaway children, and he
claimed to ,have used
telepathy to expose
embezzlers and uncover
Sunken treasure.
Hoy credited himself with
:
• • : •• •.
predictions he made in a
weekly column that appeared in 340 suburban
newspapers. He told an
aiiSs die
newspaper last
year that he averaged eight
requests a week to participate in police investigations.
The son- of an Evansville

Baptist minister, Hoy followed in his father's footsteps,
serving as a minister at area
churches for several years
before turning to show
business.
-7 A former Evansville radio
newsman and an unsuccessful Republican -candidate for mayor in the early
1960s, he moved to Paducah
and began traveling extensively, discussing psychic
events at colleges, in public
lectures, and on radio and
television talk shows.
He served as a model for a
character in the "Kerry
Drake" comic strip, and in
1977, joined five other
psychics in attempting to
-coax the Loch Ness monster
out of the water for a picturetaking session with a British
photographer.
Later that year; Hoy suffered three heart attacks. He
credited his recovery to a
concentration of his own
bodily resources.
Hoy told his audiences that
ESP is not a gift but an ability that everyone has to some
degree. Despite his belief in
the powers of the mind, he
said people_ "should look at
ESP with a skepticaleye."
"I'm not on a white
charger trying to get
everybody to believe in
ESP," Hoy-said last year.
"But I would like people to
look into the mind and see
that intuitive wisdom might
be just as important as
thinking wisdom."

L

Nitta and Funiab

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Waldrup

Mrs. Frances Shea Dies; Was Clerk Here

reared in Calloway County.
She is a graduate of Murray
High School and attended
Final rites for Mrs. Lela
State College. Her
Murray
Waldrup, widow of Roy
work experiences also inI
Route
Dexter
of
Waldrup,
cluded six years at Murray
are being held today at 1
State, five years at the Tapp.m. at the chapel of the
pan Stove Company, and 14
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
years with the Department
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
of Defense at the O. S. Army
Rev.
the
and
Gary Burton,
Base in Seattle, Wash.
Glen Cope officiating.
Mrs. Shea is a member of
Burial will follow in the
St. Leo's Catholic Church,
near
Cemetery
Hill.
Temple
Kentucky Circuit Court
Almo in Calloway County.
Association,
Clerks
died
87,
Mrs. Waldrup,
the
World Socieof
Woodmen
Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. at the
Profesand
ty,
Business
Murray-Calloway County
sional Women's Club,
Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County
She is survived by two
Citizens Board, and
Senior
Dale
daughters, Mrs.
CounMurray-Calloway
the
Wilson, Murray Route 3, and
Association.
Line
Need
ty
Mrs. Bob Hensley, InShe was also a past member
dianapolis, Ind.; four sons —
of the National Secretaries
Columbus, Murray Route 3,
Association.
Roy Elmer, Dexter Route 1,
Survivors include her husInClement,
and
Sam
J.
and
Pat Shea, Murray
band,
dinapaolis, Ind.; two sisters,
her brother,George
6;
Route
and
Murray,
Mrs. Rue Nix,
wife, Rachel,
and
Wilson
Mrs. Retha Myers,- Benton;
aunt, Lucy
an
Louisville;
brother, Mac Morris,
Chattanooga,
Meadows,
Lee
grand-.
16
California;
Frances Shea
uncle, Burie
children; 11 great- grand. 1975 and took office on Jan. 5, Tenn.; an
Wilson,
Murray.
children.
1976.She and her husband, a The J
H. Churchill
retired Army sergeant, Funeral Home will be in
—returned to Murray-In-1966 -charge of the. funeral and
and prior to her election as burial arrangements.
clerk was employed in the of-4 The family requests that
lice of the County Judge, as expressmns• of sympathy
quarterly court clerk, a take the form of contribuMrs. Nell West Rousch, deputy clerk in the riTeuit tions to the Murraysister of Bill West of Murray, office, and as a legal Calloway County Need Line
Association, Theron Riley,
died Tuesday at6 p.m. at the secretary.
Born. Nov. 3, 1924, in treasurer, 203 South Fifth.
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was 68 years Detroit, Mich., she was Street, Murray,Ky.42071.
of age and a resident of 2639
,Clark Street, Paducah.
The deceased was a
member of the Southland
&hi
Baptist Temple.
She is 'survived by two
Charles Richard Beaman
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Roddie,
Paducah, and Mrs. Evelyn died Wednesday at 3:30 a.m.
Huffman, Fulton; three at 'the Veterans Hospital,
brothers — Bill West, Mur- Nashville, Tenn. He was 59
ray, James West, Burbank., years of age and a resident
Cal., and Jack West, of Mayfield Route 5.z,
Mr. Beaman, a farmer,
Paducah; several nieces and
was a graduate of Kirksey
nephews.
The funeral was held today High School and served in
at II a.m. at the chapel of the the Armed Forces in World
Lindsey Funeral Home, War II. Born May 28, 1921, in
Paducah, with the Rev. Calloway County, he was the
Harold' Council officiating. son of the late Charles
Burial was in the Maplelawn William Beaman and Chloe
Kirkland Beaman.
Cemetery there.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Rita Cope Beaman;
USDA - two
LOUISVILLE, Ky 'AU
brothers, Wavel
Cattle 150: slaughter classes and
Mt. Clements,
Beaman,
feeders poorly tested;
Slaughter cows cutter and utility Mich., and Clyde Beaman,
40.00-42_75:
Kirksey Route 1; several
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1050-1730 lb 54.25nieces and nephews.
59.50: 12561b48.00;
Slaughter calves and vealefs:
The funeral will be held
veaters untested; good to choice 330Friday at 3 p.m. at the
360 lb calves 55.00-64.00; feeder steers
390-660 lb 62.50-70.25; 3513-610 lb 53.75- chapel of the Linn Funeral
65.00: .bulls 590-810 lb 49.75-53.50; Home,Benton, with the Rev.
heifers 1-2 315-560 lb 50.50-60.50: stock
William Pyle and the Rev.
cows 1-2 850-1000 lb 38.75-41.25:
Hogs 500; barrows and gilts 25-50 Willard Davis officiating.
lower: 1-2215-240 lb 40.25-40.35: 225-265
Burial will follow in the West
lb 40.00-40.25, sows 50 higher; 1-2 300350 lb 35.50-36.50; 350-400 lb 36.50-37.50: Fork Cemetery near Stella
400-450 lb 37.50-38.50. 450-500 lb 38.51/- in Calloway County.
40.00; 500-600 lb 40.00-42,60; boars over
Friends may call at the
300 lb 34.25-35.50;
sheep 50: slaughter lambs poorly funeral home after 3 p.m. totested; choice and prime slaughter
day (Thursday).
lambs 106 lb shorn 55 M.
Mrs. Pat (Frances) Shea,
Circuit Court Clerk for
Calloway County, died today
at 6:30 a.m. at the home of
her brother, George R.
Wilson, Louisville. She was
56 years of age and had been
ill for several months.
She was elected to the office of Circuit,Court Clerk in

Earn the Community's Highest Insured Savings Rates

12.328%

12.00%

S10,000 Minimum Deposit
Federal Regulations Prohiit
Daily Compounding On This Certificate

Compounded Daily
Effective Annual Yield 12.747%

Early Withdrawal Requires an Interest Penalty

LOAM
/Mal SAMOS I
VW! IMO!

MOM

••.
,
-..*ara-411.1••••

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn

Mrs. Nell Rousch
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Is Today

Charles— R. Beaman
Dies; Funeral To
Be Held On Friday

30 MONTH MONEY MARKET

6 MONTH MONEY MARKET

qua&NOMING
• LENDER

MURRAY DOWNTOWN BRANCH I
7th and Main
•
753-7921

MURRAY SOUTH BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

1•10,MEN•IMMO

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —
i

BYRON'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

1979-Olds Cutlass Supreme Diesel
3,000 miles, loads accessories, excellent conditipn.

Magaldrite '
12 Fl. Oz.

Livestock •

19641 Noute-Line Neenheat
34 feet long, power plant, air conditioning, clean,
good condition.

800 Chostnut

753-8850

BIG BIRD VISITS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
See Big Bird
This Saturday

•
PreSug
SuNSCIMIN UP 1.14011ICTION

PreSun
Lip Balm

89°

Extra Pain Relief
Contains No Aspirin

Curad
Bonus Box Sale
Plastic Er Sheer

From 2 p.m.-3 p.m.
At Downtown
Murray's Court Sq.

Custom 760H Protector

Sal.
$

I79
284.50
:
99

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00
Sundays

Free Candy Easter Eggs
For All The Children

Big Bird Is Sponsored
By The
Downtown Merchants
Association

Allergy Tablets
24 Tablets

Prices Et Coupons Good
Thru April 8th

We Can Easily
Transfer Your Refill
Prescription To

Byron's

Discount
Pharmacy
SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVF— SAV

